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Stores Comments 

Windstone Editions (of course) There have been numerous positive comments about the service 

and how Susie, the person in charge of the store, goes out of her 

way to help. She has been so welcoming to me; so helpful in 

suggesting Forum to find vintage pegasi. She pointed me to Forum 

which I have replaced my Hatching Pegs! She has been so helpful 

to me and always has excellent suggestions that has made me a 

satisfied as well as happy customer! She has spent valuable time 

with me forwarding links. When I purchased Female Griffin Copper 

Patina Version 2 I asked if someone to choose the most colorful, 

she said in searching the shelves she found a Version 1 which was 

more colorful. I ended up getting them both! She is always so 

friendly and truly cares about the customer; WE is most fortunate 

to have her! 

Armiks I have bought multiple Windstone pieces from each business and 

they ALWAYS arrived promptly, well-packed, and safely. 

http://www.astralcastle.com 

 

http://www.emeraldsemporium.com  

 

http://www.grandio.com   

Jasmine-Aire Boutique A wonderful transaction, and very well packed 

http://www.julesenchantinggifts.com I've bought 2 damaged dragons from her at really discounted 

prices and both have arrived very quickly and were perfectly 

packed. I would buy from her again as well. 

Margarets Cupboard I have bought multiple Windstone pieces from each business and 

they ALWAYS arrived promptly, well-packed, and safely. 

Natures Treasure The piece was sent in the original box, polypag, and with hangtag 

still attached. Also, he double boxed and only charged actually 

shipping cost 

Northern Star 

OregonHolly 

I bought a frog prince from them and it was carefully double 

boxed, mint condition (just as described) the communication was 

wonderful, and shipping was free. 

http://www.magicalomaha.com 

 

http://www.astralcastle.com/
http://www.emeraldsemporium.com/
http://www.grandio.com/
http://www.julesenchantinggifts.com/
http://www.magicalomaha.com/
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Private sellers/buyers  

FYI - Windstone Forum name is used as the 

default and users are listed alphabetically  

(2021 UPDATE: As the list grows, Facebook 

names are being added as well or if no 

forum name is available. They are listed 

alphabetically as the name appears on their 

Facebook profile, but still default to forum 

name if both are present)  

Comments 

FYI – To search for Facebook Users use Ctrl + F on your keyboard 

(for find) or use the “keyword search/find” function. If on your 

mobile device to search for the person’s name you wish to 

research, use the Find feature on your phone when the document 

is displayed on your screen. This is usually located in the “more” 

section for most mobile devices.  

Forum names are listed alphabetically, but as Facebook users 

have been being merged please utilize your search/find function 

RECENT UPDATE NOTES: DEC 2022 UPDATE I have added the 3 BANNED prior group members who were 

exclusively on the negative list to this list as well for added 

security & safety for our members. Keyword search - BANNED 

96037 

Allison Weir on Facebook 

Very nice to deal with, took great care in packing, would buy from 

again. 

Aaron 

Aaron House on Facebook 

(May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction.  

(Jan 2021) Great transaction. Items were well packed, shipped 

quickly, and just as described.  

(Jan 2021) everything was perfect! I bought multiple items and 

Aaron was very kind and courteous and all items arrived in perfect 

shape.  

(Jan 2021) Shipped fast and my item was packaged as well as 

Windstone does it. I bought a Rainbow Mini Keeper.  

(Feb 2021) Aaron was a joy to work with! At my request he waited 

on shipping until I felt I had sufficiently recovered from Covid so 

that no package handlers would be exposed. He also lent me an 

Emperor Dragon box since he didn’t have the original. The 

Emperor arrived in perfect condition and I couldn’t be happier!  

(June 2021) Everything was great! Fair price, fast shipping and well 

packed! 

Adaneth I purchased a Poad from her - she took payments, which was very 

kind of her, and then once the payments were complete she sent 
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out the Poad (with original box, tags and COA) within a day! 

Excellent packaging, great experience. I made a couple of 

purchases from her. She was easy to work with. Once they were 

paid off she was great about getting me the tracking number and 

shipping out when she said she would. They were packaged in their 

original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. I would buy 

from her again with no qualms. 

AdaraSky Positive experience 

Aggie83 

 

She had great communication, wonderfully patient with my 

delayed replies (gave me time to finalize my decision about the 

piece) and went above and beyond to provide me with pictures of 

the piece I bought. Definitely someone I’m willing to interact with 

again. 

Alcoyne Does a great packing job. What a wonderful Griffin I got and what 

an outstanding packing job! A++++ all the way around 

Alicia13/WaitingOnFate Bought 4 hatching dinos from her and it was an excellent 

transaction. The pieces were honestly described- she put down 

flaws I probably wouldn’t have even noticed if she hadn’t. The 

price was also very good, they were securely packed and shipping 

(from Washington state to Florida) only took a couple days- I’ve 

never had it so quick! I would buy from her again without 

hesitation or recommend her to another. 

Amber Kinsey on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 

Amstaff 

Mindy Haight on Facebook 

She had great communication and was really friendly. Also packed 

very well. Overall excellent! Would trade with again. Smooth and 

pleasant transaction- paid quickly and had great communication. 

Would do business with again. Bought items from her and all went 

smoothly and well and I'm very pleased. Traded with her and had a 

perfect experience. Clear communication through PMs, quick 

shipping, and well packaged. Would trade again. 

Anastasia Albatross on Facebook  (Jan 2022) Great buyer and seller, super honest, sweet, does 

amazing commission work. Knows how to ship a Windstone.  
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(April 2022) I traded grab bag qi-lins with her and she was a total 

peach! Would highly recommend!  

Ann Sold a young Uni to her. She was great to deal with, prompt 

payment and decent communication. Overall a good experience 

and would sell to again. I did a trade with her for a GB Tanuki and 

everything went great She shipped when she stated she would and 

it was well packaged in its original box. I would be happy to work 

with her again. 

Angelika Zen I have had successful trades with her. I have purchased from her. 

Her item was exactly as described, she packed very well, and she 

was fast with tracking. I would be happy to do business with her 

again. Did a trade with her and all went smoothly and well and I'm 

very pleased. She purchased a sitting fox from me. She made 

payments on time and had it paid off before the set timeline. She 

was very good about communicating. I would be willing to sell to 

her again. One of my favorite people to deal with. I highly 

recommend her as a trader/buyer/seller. She contacted me to see 

if I was interested in purchasing a piece from her, because she saw 

my post in a recent thread where I mentioned that piece. She was 

great to deal with – communicated clearly, packed securely, and 

provided tracking information without my asking. She even 

allowed me to pay in two installments! When the Post Office 

quoted her a very high shipping price, she PMed me about it and 

offered to reimburse me if it the shipping costs turned out to be 

less than the high quote. It was a great experience! She has 

purchased an item from me in the past, too, so I can attest that she 

is just as great a buyer as she is a seller! Wonderful to work with, 

great communication, paid promptly, let me know when the piece 

arrived. Wonderful to work with, great communication, shipped 

promptly, let me know when the piece arrived, and packed the 

piece they sent to me very well! 

(June 2020) Super nice, packs like a dream, great communication. 

All around A+ 

(July 2021) I bought two GB Tadpoads and a KS bean from her. She 

was very courteous and patient with the questions that I have and 

kept me in the loop and communicated with me through the 

transaction. She was able to do combined shipping for me which 

help me save cost on the shipping. She explained how she would 

package the figures for the transport. The figures arrived securely 
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packaged and intact. The billing through Paypal was very 

professional invoiced and each item listed clearly with the price, 

shipping, insurance, and total listed and the pictures of the 

tadpoads and bean attached so the buyer know exactly what items 

was purchased and how much each one was. In addition, she 

actually refunded me $5 for the shipping since she was able to find 

a smaller box for the shipping. It was very pleasant to buy from 

Angelika Zen and I would recommend her and purchase from her 

again. I am very happy with my purchased tadpoads and bean. 

(Jan 2022) Positive 5 star feedback on packing, shipping, sale and 

she even added a small free gift. So Nice <3  

Ani’a Dutton on Facebook (May 2022) Ani'a commissioned me for a piece and she was very 

easy to work with - she let me paint the piece as I wished with 

minimal direction (I knew this going into it, and it was a good thing 

- very freeing!) and she paid promptly and was a pleasure to work 

for 

(Jan 2023) I painted a PYO for her and she was extremely easy to 

work with. Paid promptly and it couldn’t have been a more 

pleasant experience.  

anichol I had an excellent trade experience with anichol. Her emails were 

always friendly, and she packaged the grab bag well and shipped it 

promptly. I couldn't ask for better. I did a threeway trade with her. 

Item arrived safely, and as described. She bought a piece from me 

and sent payment immediately after we agreed on payment and 

confirmed when the piece arrived. 

Arlla 

(Helen Mishkin on Facebook) 

(2019) – Sold me three brown dragons for an amazing price, all in 

original packaging with COAs. Also charged me less for shipping 

than that actual cost. Everything was double boxed and arrived in 

MINT condition. They were fantastic! 

Items were expertly packed, exactly as described and reasonably 

priced. 

Communication was excellent and they made every effort to ship 

at the lowest rate at my request even if it meant taking a risk by 

sending an untracked package. 

And they were quick to ship. Had good transaction with her 

(bought from her). 
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Azurielle 

Azurielle Arillis on Facebook 

We did a trade and all went well. Great packaging and items 

arrived safe and sound! Purchased a Jade scratcher, A flapcat and 2 

PYO dragons. Decent shipping. Good communication. I purchased a 

fledgling dragon from Azurielle and she was great to work with. 

She responded to messages in a timely manner and she shipped 

very fast. The dragon was well packaged and double boxed. I 

would be willing to deal with her again. 

(March 2022) I participated in an auction benefiting the stray cats 

she takes care of. Despite selling a lot of items, the sale was done 

well and communication was great. Once the auction was over she 

contacted me right away and let me decide if I wanted insurance 

or not. She sent me the bill and everything arrived on the day it 

was supposed to arrive.  

(March 2022) Azurielle Arillis (aka Lisa LeCount) Peacock Dragon 

packed very will, shipped fast and excellent communication. Went 

way above and beyond to help me.  

Baardwing I purchased a rainbow male from her and he arrived today safe and 

sound with a wonderful packing job. I'd buy from her again 

anytime. She purchased a PYO piece from me and paid promptly 

and fantastic communication. 

Bayoudragon 

Angela Evans on Facebook  

I’ve gotten several PYOs from bayoudragon and even though they 

take a long time they are 100% worth it. She always maintains 

communication and keeps you updated. Very happy with my PYOS! 

Beth Campbell on Facebook (formerly 

Elizabeth Campbell) 

(May 2022) Beth has bought several pieces from me and she 

always pays promptly and lets me know when the piece arrives.  

She's very kind and a pleasure to work with. 

(Jan 2023) PYO purchase, great follow-through & prompt payment. 

(Jan 2023) I did a 3-way trade with Beth and I couldn’t be 

happier!!!  

(Feb 2023) Excellent transaction from start to finish – good 

communication, fast payment.  (I sold her a PYO) 

Bellaray13 Sold two items at two different times. Made good on the shipping 

when it went over quoted price. Great to deal with! 
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Betrluk1 

Karen Schaeffer on Facebook 

I purchased a young poad from her with a few payments. She 

shipped promptly when I had finished paying, and her poad was in 

the condition she described. The item was well packed, and she 

provided tracking quickly. She’s very communicative and a nice 

person. I look forward to doing business with her again. She was 

having some issues getting it sent out as her schedule was very 

hectic. She ALWAYS let me know when she was delayed, and she 

was very apologetic. Not once did I have to message her, as she 

was so kind as to always be in touch with me, keeping me posted 

as to what was happening on her end. When she did get it mailed 

out, she even gave me generous discount on shipping. Not once 

was I worried or concerned, she is a very kind person, and very 

easy to deal with. Totally trustworthy. Helpful, was fast to 

communicate, and the dragon was well packaged! I made a couple 

of purchases from her. She was easy to work with. Once items 

were paid off she was great about getting me the tracking numbers 

and shipping out when she said she would. They were packaged in 

their original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. I would 

buy from her again with no qualms. I bought a piece from her and 

she responded quickly to pms, was very nice, and sent the piece 

super-fast. It came in perfect condition. She has commissioned me 

for several pieces, she is always clear on what she wants and 

patient when the job is underway. She pays on time and lets me 

know when the pieces arrive. Purchased a Poad from her and the 

transaction was smooth, shipping was quick and the Poad was well 

packaged. 

(Jan 2022) She has great communication and perfect packaging. 

Willing to hold product etc.  

(October 2022) Karen is awesome! She had a piece she knew I 

wanted very much and she offered me to buy it on a payment 

plan! She was always very easy and fast to communicate! 100% 

highly recommended!  

Bette  

Brianna Cole on Facebook 

NOTE: Buyer beware; see comments in 

Negative and Neutral feedback lists. 

I’ve had a few transactions with her and everything went very 

smoothly. Items were received promptly and packaged very well. 
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BigCatKeeper (July 2022) Hello! Have some positive feedback for BigCatKeeper! 

Did a grab bag trade with her and it was fantastic. Fast shipping, 

perfect packaging and just lovely to deal with in every way. 

Blackdesertwind I bought my young green dragon from her and trust me, that 

package could have survived a bomb! Tightly rolled into bubble 

wrap and double-boxed all the way. I also bought an Emperor from 

her and it was a wonderful experience. Shipping was SUPER QUICK 

and he was in all original boxing. Communication is excellent, and a 

pleasure. I bought a piece- packed excellently, great 

communication, fast shipping 

Blu_Gold_Dragon I bought a young grab bag unicorn from her and she packaged it 

exactly like Windstone would have. It arrived to me in mint 

condition! I was very happy with the transaction despite paying 

with a money order for the first time and being quite nervous 

about that. B_G_D was very sweet and accommodating and even 

sent out the package before she cashed the money order! Honest 

with trades, piece is as described and shipped promptly with 

tracking. 

Bodancia 

Patty Howerton on Facebook 

(Sept 2020) I purchased several items and they all arrived in 

perfect condition and were packed as if they came direct from the 

Windstone factory. Wonderful person to deal with!  

(Feb 2020) I did a trade with Bodancia and item arrived perfect, 

packed just as if it would have come from Windstone themselves. 

Shipped promptly. Very friendly member. Highly recommend.  

(April 2020) Bodancia has purchased several items from me. She is 

always prompt in her payments and have had absolutely zero 

issues.  

(May 2020) Good communications. Quick and easy trade. Did not 

leave me hanging for long periods of time. She packaged well and 

item arrived safely and as described. Polite and friendly.  

(July 2020) Excellent communication, well packaged. Let me do a 

layaway over a month period which I really appreciated.  

(Jan 2021) Great transaction. Items were well packed, shipped 

quickly, and just as described. 
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(Jan 2022) I had a trade/partial purchase with Patty Howerton that 

went perfectly, everything was exactly as described and packed 

excellently.  

(Jan 2022) Excellent seller. Items are well packed, fairly priced and 

quickly shipped. I would buy/trade with her any chance I can.  

(April 2022) I bought a white dragon from Patty around March 

31st, 2022. She was very professional and very speedy! The dragon 

arrived in perfect condition, packaged very well. It was exactly as 

described. Everything from the initial conversation to payment to 

shipping to arrival to unpacking went seamlessly! 

(December 2022) Patty has been a joy to interact with. Fair or 

more than fair pricing, packs like a pro, gives tracking info too and 

easy to talk to. I had multiple transactions with her and she’s 

prompt and spot-on. She’s friendly and kind and just wonderful all 

around Two thumbs up!  

(Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

(Jan 2023) Trade deal and purchase – she is so easy to work with, 

lightning fast payment, good response.  

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 

Bodine 

Michelle Ward or Jeff Ward on Facebook 

Great! Did trades, very good communication and prompt shipping. 

I have had 5 commissions done by Bodine and each and every one 

was beautiful and skillfully done. She has also done a 5 Piece Mardi 

Gras themed collection for me. She is a wonderful person and was 

so easy to deal with and prompt. I have also purchased a few 

pieces from her and she is always willing to help me if I make an 

ebay purchase that only ships to the US, I get it shipped to her (I 

am in Canada). She will collect it for me and ship it to me promptly. 

Incredibly helpful and wonderful individual. 

Packages were shipped and incredibly well protected. Took 

payments on a piece- she paid more than agreed in timely manner, 

great communication! She was very upfront with the piece's 

condition, providing pictures and great communication. The piece 

arrived well packed, no complaints at all. I’ve purchased from her 

with payments. She packs well, and shipped right after I finished 
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paying. She was a pleasure to deal with, and I hope to do so again 

in the future.  

Wonderful purchase - was a little nervous about buying something 

as big as a griffin, but the big boy arrived safe and sound - very well 

packaged and quickly received.  

Great communication and a pleasure to deal with. Fast shipper and 

super friendly.  

Great to deal with. Purchased a curled dragon. It arrived in perfect 

condition.  

A solid trading partner; was very willing to work around 

communication issues. 

Bonnie Blake on Facebook 

 

Note: See comment in Neutral feedback list 

and Negative feedback list.  

(March 2021) Bonnie bought a bunch of pieces from me and she 

has always paid in a timely manner and has been an absolute gem 

to work with.  

(Jan 2022) Great seller! Bought a few items from her on Facebook. 

They were well packed and arrived quickly.  

(May 2022) Bonnie recently purchased a statue from me and she 

paid promptly. 

Bonnie Emery on Facebook (Feb 2022) PYO customer, excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment.  

BowheadedWhale  She was really great to deal with, and it was an easy transaction. 

Even though my little flap cats were shipped in a cereal box and 

plastic bags, they arrived all the way from Canada without a 

scratch on them 

Brandy Smith on Facebook (Fed 2023) Brandy Smith was an awesome seller!! And it was 

amazingly packed. Super friendly!  

(Feb 2023) This is a big thank you to Shirlee Rankin, Sarah Nehring 

Newman and Brandy Smith for making trading possible. Every 

sculpture was extremely well packaged and arrived safely. 

(Feb 2023) Feb 7th purchased a gold Emperor from Brandy Smith 

BNIN. Absolutely perfect in every way. Shipped fast and safe! She 

was easy to work with, fair price. Will absolutely buy from again! 
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(Feb 2023) On Feb 13th I traded with Brandy Smith. Super easy, 

shipped the next day. Got my part of the trade as quickly as 

promised and it was just as described. Packed perfectly, will be 

trading with her again!  

Branzyboo I did a trade- great communication and packing! I bought her PYO, 

she had great photos of him that showed off his custom eyes she 

made herself. She was wonderful with communication from day 1. 

And sent him off to me ASAP which was right after payment. Her 

dragon was even more beautiful in person and the work and detail 

was top notch. The dragon came from Canada to the US in very 

quick time and with great tracking and protective shipping. Perfect 

packing so that there was no risk of damage. Great communication 

including a photo of the actual postal receipt when the package 

was shipped. I did a trade for a GB Young Unicorn with her. She 

was easy to work with. She was great about getting me the 

tracking number and shipping out when she said she would. It was 

packaged in its original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. 

I would trade with her again with no qualms. 

Brelly2 I got a great deal, and pretty good packing, although s/he used 

newspapers between the double boxes instead of packing peanuts. 

It still arrived safely though. 

Brenda Lower 

Brenda Grant Lower on Facebook 

(April 2022) On 3/28/22, I commissioned a fire rock dragon from 

Brenda. She is very professional and kept me posted with the 

status of the painting. The price for the commission is very 

reasonable. She double boxed the rock dragon for the transit and 

her work is very detailed and the rock dragon is gorgeous. The 

color on the rock dragon is how I wanted it. I would definitely 

recommend her. 

Brenda Z (May 2022) Brenda has commissioned me for one piece and she 

was very easy to work with and had a straightforward vision for 

the piece.  She paid promptly. 

Brianna Absolutely wonderful to work with. I sold a piece to her and she 

was beyond patient and understanding given a few bumps on the 

road on my end. She is very prompt with payment and an overall 

pleasure to work with! I recommend anyone who has the 

opportunity to trade/sell/buy from Brianna to do so. 
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Briteblades Sold the Barbados Sheep unicorn family to her with a payment 

plan and everything went well!  

I purchased a mini keeper from her and she was great. Super-fast 

communication responses. The Mini keeper was packed in its 

original packaging and shipped extremely fast. I would buy from 

her again with no qualms.  

I purchased a test paint from her with payments. She packed it 

very well, shipped it promptly after my last payment, and provided 

tracking quickly. She was helpful when the package took a while to 

arrive (not her fault, entirely the postal service). I would be happy 

to purchase from her again. little colt received quickly (especially 

considering overseas shipping) and packaged very well.  

One purchase. Communication was friendly and prompt, shipping 

next day after payment. Since she lives overseas, time to receive 

can be quite long, depending on how long the PO decides to hold 

it.  

I purchased a GB Young Poad from her. Her communication was 

great. It was shipped almost immediately, tracking was provided to 

me. It was packaged in its original packaging and it arrived super 

fast! She was great to deal with and I would do so again without 

any qualms. 

BT Wedding Creations professionally deals with any errors 

Bullsquid2277 She is wonderful to work with, friendly, honest, fast emailer, fast 

response, great packer. Hope to trade with her again. I have had 

successful trades with her. I’ve purchased two test paints from her. 

Her packing is fantastic, and she is a real pleasure to deal with. 

Communicative, provides tracking quickly, and is general lovely all 

around. I would love to do business with her again. 

Candice Rose on Facebook (Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

Cari Parker on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 
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Caroline Anne Boggan on Facebook (May 2022) Caroline won a piece from an auction that I listed and 

requested to have a payment plan.  We worked out the details, 

and she was always on time with the agreed upon payments and 

was always a pleasure to communicate with.  She paid the piece 

off in the agreed time and let me know when she got the package 

in the mail safely. 

Cassandraleopardess I sent her an unsolicited purchase offer of cash or Windstones from 

the store. After a couple days of pondering and discussing the 

details of my offer, she agreed. She shipped promptly upon 

receiving the piece (it was still enroute to her country). Her 

communications were friendly and prompt for the time difference. 

Since she lives overseas, time to receive can be quite long, 

depending on how long the PO decides to hold it. 

Cat-Tat Simpson on Facebook (May 2022) I have sold Cat a few pieces and she always pays 

promptly and lets me know when they arrive in good condition. 

Celestial Rainstorm (Aug 2020) Great communication – fast payment – and overall a 

lovely, polite person, and a pleasure to deal with 

(May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction. 

Cheryl Ann Smyth on Facebook (Nov 2022) Bought 3 PYOs from me, all on different occasions – 

great communication, fast payment, great to do business with all 3 

times.  

Cheryl Pasko-Kaufman  She was very patient waiting for the payments and her packing was 

fantastic and the shipping was super fast. Silver hatching emp. 

great packing and communication. Shipping slow but not her fault. 

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 

Chibishiro12 Chibishiro12 participated in a three-person trade with me, and 

communications were excellent. The entire trade went smoothly 

without a hitch. I would most certainly trade with Chibishiro12 

again! Chibishiro12 packed very well, thank you! My box came 

with a HUGE dent but my fox was safe and sound! 
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Chloe (formerly dragonlove) 

Laura Spiwak on Facebook 

Purchased Merlot #1 emp from dragonlove (now Chloe) and was 

an excellent transaction. Great communication and fast secure 

shipping. Traded gb baby uni for gb blind baby fantasy ki-rin. great 

trade. Item was well packaged, shipped promptly and had great 

communication. I purchased a Poad from her. She was easy to 

work with. Once it was paid off she was great about getting me the 

tracking number and shipping out when she said she would. It was 

packaged in it's original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. 

I would buy from her again with no qualms. 

I have done many trades with Laura through both the forum and 

Facebook and she has always been 100% honest and accurate with 

her descriptions and her items always arrive just as they were 

described and packed well to survive shipping. She even takes 

payment plans <3 She is a true asset to the community.  

(April 2022) I won one of Laura Spiwak’s auctions on Facebook and 

the item arrived in perfect condition, was well packaged, insured 

appropriately, and arrived safely. She was communicative the 

entire time and overall a delight to work with.  

chrisherself Castle logostone was very very well padded and packed. She 

communicated very well, and shipped quick. She went out of her 

way to get my Unicorn Male to me safely. purchase for non-

Windstone, but items received promptly and well packaged. Super 

lovely to work with, kept in constant contact while we worked out 

more than one deal on a stand, and later some of her wire flowers. 

Would do business with again! 

Copper83 I have traded and bought from Copper83 in the past. She is lovely 

to deal with, great communication and great packaging. 

Corey Pless on Facebook (Feb 2022) Great guy to trade with and purchase from. Fast and 

items in perfect condition. Would trade with again.  

Courtney 

Courtney Snyder on Facebook 

Courtney was awesome to work with. She had excellent 

communication, provided numerous clear pictures of the piece to 

ensure I could see every centimeter, and did a great job packing 

the piece for shipment. She shipped the piece when she said she 

would and provided the tracking number very quickly. The piece 
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arrived quickly and in exactly the condition it was in the pictures. 

Would definitely work with her again! 

(May 2020) Did a trade with Courtney. Good communication. 

Quick and easy trade. Did not leave me hanging for long periods of 

time. She packaged well and item arrived safely and as described. 

Polite and friendly. 

(Jan 2022) Awesome woman! I have bought and sold to her. All 

transactions are smooth and quick! Items bought are wonderfully 

packed and arrive quickly, exactly as described.  

(March 2022) I participated in a three-way trade with Courtney 

Snyder and Kathy Pettigrew. Both were patient and had excellent 

communication. Each shipped out their qi-lin trade hours after we 

all agreed. Tracking numbers were shared immediately. Kathy 

properly re-boxed the qi-lin and it arrived in perfect condition. 

Both notified me as soon as they got their trade. I would trade with 

either again.  

(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

Courtney Collins on Facebook (April 2022) On 4/16/22, I bought a PYO Blue Agate Oriental 

Dragon from Courtney and she double-boxed the Oriental securely 

for transport. The PYO Ori is gorgeous, and it arrived very quickly. 

Very smooth transaction Will definitely recommend her. 

Cyleren My White Coiled Mother arrived swiftly and safely 

Dalyshka Communication was superb and everything went smoothly, 

packing was spot on and the piece arrived in perfect condition. She 

was wonderful. I would buy from her again and would recommend 

her to others. 

Darjeb Purchased a small piece from me. It was paid for quickly. 
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DashesnDots (September 2020) – put up a trade ad with a price to buy if they 

did not find a trade they liked. I immediately responded that I 

would like to by the piece if they wound up selling. They 

responded that I would be first in line to buy (and even put a 

disclaimer in the ad). They were true to their word, and the item 

was shipped quickly, packaged beautifully, and just as described! 

Extremely wonderful to work with. 

Debra Routledge on Facebook (October 2022) I sold to her, lightning-fast payment. Fun and easy 

to work with.  

Dholtvoigt Bought chili pepper oriental Sun from for 475.00 arrived safe and 

great communication with seller. 

dlariviere Items were expertly packed, exactly as described and reasonably 

priced. 

Communication was excellent and they made every effort to ship 

at the lowest rate at my request even if it meant taking a risk by 

sending an untracked package. 

And they were quick to ship. 

 

Doll-queen I received a Baby Pegasus from her today. I had asked if she would 

double-box it with lots of padding. Holy cats, did she ever! Three 

layers of tissue paper, two layers of bubble wrap, foam wrap, a 

diaper, more bubble wrap, shredded paper, interior box, more 

shredded paper, and an exterior box. 

Donna Cheetham on Facebook (October 2022) I sold to Donna – lightning fast payment!  

Dragon Breezier Fantastic buyer with extremely prompt payment, clear and fast 

communication. Highly recommend her and would gladly do 

business with again in the future. I did a trade with her for a GB 

Fantasy Wolf. She was great with communication. She did her half 
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of the trade fast and everything was as stated. It was shipped 

when expected and she provided tracking information. He was 

packaged in his original packaging and arrived was expected. She 

was great to deal with and I would do so again. Wonderful to work 

with, great communication, paid promptly, let me know when the 

piece arrived. 

drag0nfeathers 

Mandy Richardi on Facebook 

You could have dropped the mail truck on that package and I think 

the figure would have been fine. Plus she put it in the mail right 

away and got it here incredibly fast. I'm really impressed! I got a 

curl from her and he was packed so well, I could hardly get into 

him!  Also, I think she packed his original Fuzzy with him too. It was 

a fluffy huge purple Fuzzy. Exceptional, communicative, quick 

shipping and some held items for me until I can pay them for them.  

I commissioned her to fix a broken PYO griffin for me. It was 

unpainted when I sent it to her, and she fixed it and sent it back to 

me in a box much larger and safer than the one I shipped it in to 

her! The griffin looks awesome too, it looks like it was never 

broken. I also did a straight trade with her (a PYO for a PYO) and 

she painted and sent out mine within a week of us agreeing on the 

trade - again with excellent packaging! 

I traded black red-eyed vampire bat for brown vampire bat and 

everything went well. Describes her items accurately and ships 

perfectly. Repeat purchases.  

A+ seller. Honest with trades, piece is as described and shipped 

promptly with tracking.  

I sold her a piece- paid immediately, great communication.  

I bought a piece- packed excellently, great communication, fast 

shipping. bought a piece from me and paid immediately, great 

communication.  

I recently sent my black gold lap dragon to her to fix. The face had 

suffered some damage and I was upset. The work that was done 

was fantastic and I would recommend her work to anyone who 

would want to have their dragon repaired. She was very 

professional in her correspondents and sent photos to show her 

progress. I am sure I am not the only one who would be a little 

nervous about the cost of having the work done and her fees are 

very reasonable as well. In closing, I would like to say her 
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demeanor is wonderful, fees are reasonable, and the time it took 

to complete was short. To anyone searching for someone to do 

repairs for them I highly recommend drag0nfeathers.  

I purchased an Old Warrior Dragon from her and she was great to 

deal with. She shipped when she said she would and he arrived 

very well packaged and in perfect condition. I would buy from her 

again with no qualms.  

I did a trade for a young safari poad with her. She was easy to work 

with. She was great about getting me the tracking number and 

shipping out when she said she would. It was packaged in its 

original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. I would trade 

with her again with no qualms.  

I did a 3 way trade with her and it worked perfectly. She was 

wonderfully patient, communicated very well and shipped her part 

of the trade out when she said she would. I would be happy to deal 

with her again. Was part of a 3-way trade with her and another 

person. They were very patient and when everything was agreed 

to the Windstone was shipped out quickly and arrived safely.  

Her repair tutorial inspired me to purchase the Loctite Super Glue 

Gel and Epoxy Sculpt for a broken Hatching Pegasus I found Fall 

cleaning from early 1990’s. 

(April 2021) Mandy fixed my broken Windstone and now it looks 

perfect! You would never know it was even broken!  

(June 2021) Everything just as described and arrived quickly and 

expertly packaged.  

(July 2021) Mandy is the best person to deal with ever! I trust her 

with my life, cats and even my credit card info! I would buy 

Windstones from Mandy every day of the week. Shipping prices 

are always fair and on point. 

(March 2022) In July 2021 I sold my hippogriff grab bag in a three-

way trade/sale with Irene Adler and Mandy Richardi via Facebook 

and it went very well. Both Irene and Mandy were open with 

commination and it went very smoothly. Mandy ended up with the 

hippogriff and she let me know it was received successful. I would 

be happy to sell/trade with either Irene or Mandy in the future. 

Thank you. 
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(May 2022) Mandy and I recently traded.  She packaged the piece 

well in double boxing and shipped on the agreed-upon date.  The 

piece arrived in perfect condition.  She has also commissioned me 

to paint pieces for her and is very clear with what she wants the 

piece to look like.  Communication is prompt and she is very easy 

to work with. 

(August 2022) Fixed my dragon up line brand new! Highly 

recommend for repairing! Can’t even tell it was broken!  

(Nov 2022) Bought MKs from me, fast payment, good 

communication. Thank you!  

Dragon61 (Mike) Sold two items in one transaction. Good communication & prompt 

payment. 

Dragon87 I got Buckeye from her, and I swear he came with bomb-proof 

packaging 

Dragoncastle I sold her a piece- paid immediately, great communication 

Dragoneer_88 great trade, little kirin received quickly and well packaged. Bought 

one of Melody's lovely prints from. Was super quick to respond to 

PMs, and packed the print very well. Would do business with 

again. I have bought three separate items. Communications always 

friendly and prompt, shipping prompt too. 

Dragonessjade I got a Baby Steg from her and she packaged it very well and it 

arrived safely. 

Dragonlairstreasures 

NOTE: Buyer beware; see comments in 

Negative feedback list. 

Bought from her twice on eBay and twice directly. Very happy, and 

all were A+ transactions. I bought an item from her off of eBay. The 

agreement was a payment plan that lasted 4 months. She 

communicated very well and answered all my questions within 12 

hours. She was great about acknowledging every payment that I 

made. Once the item was paid for it was shipped the next business 

day and was EXTREMELY well packaged. Once I received it, it was 

EXACTLY as she had described it. I would be willing to buy from her 

again. 

Dragonmaster / DM always does what he says he's gonna do 
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dragonmedley Thank YOU for taking your valuable time in maintaining the 

feedback lists. Because of your time and effort, forum members 

can take their time to look up other members to see if they want 

to risk selling to them or doing a trade with them. I refer new 

members to it all of the time so they know who they can and 

should NOT do any business with. 

Dragons4Life  During some get-to-know-each-other chit-chat, we discovered we 

could have a mutually beneficial trade. It went off without a hitch 

Drgnlvr She sent my griffin back, and he was packed extremely well! He 

could have survived a game of kickball I think 

Dunreining I got a few Windstone's from her in July, and she had both boxes 

wrapped with bubble wrap then packed with peanuts, she did a 

fantastic job packing them. She packed my Wizard Cat so well it 

took me 20 minutes and a helper to get him out. her stuff arrived 

SUPER well packed. I mean SUPER. Her communication was 

fabulous and her shipping time was next to immediate (only the 

weekend stood in the way which is no one's fault but Sunday's!)  

She double boxed and packed incredibly well right down to the 

paper tissue around the piece, wrapped thickly in bubble wrap, 

nestled in crumpled newspaper in a smaller inner box, put into a 

larger box stuffed properly with more newspaper and packing 

peanuts.  

Item was just as described and I couldn't have asked for a better 

experience. Exceptional, communicative, quick shipping and some 

held items for me until I can pay them for them. To date I have 

purchased a BVP lap, silver lap, 2 Ebay flapcats, limited bad cat 

candlelamp from her.  

Super fast shipping. Takes payments if need be. All around 

awesome seller.  

Absolutely flawless transaction. Quick communication and an all 

around pleasure to deal with! Shipping was super fast, and she 

packs amazingly well. I would definitely buy more from her in the 

future! I bought a piece- packed excellently, great communication, 

fast shipping 
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Ela-Hara 

Donna A Elahara on Facebook 

I did a trade with Ela-Hara a couple of years ago and she was 

wonderful. It was a really good experience and I would happily deal 

with her again.  

Good communication, Windstone was well packed, and shipped 

quickly with tracking number. I would not hesitate to trade with 

her again. 

(May 2020) Have had several transactions. Always great 

communication, prompt payment, shipped promptly. Very polite 

and friendly member. 

(July 2021) I bought a GB MiniKeeper from Donna Elahara, and it 

arrived quickly, was packaged as well as Windstone does, and it 

was in perfect condition.  

(April 2022) I traded my Poad for Ele-Hara’s Qi-Lin and everything 

was perfect. Very pleasant to work with and item was expertly 

packed with a little fuzzy surprise inside of a nice card. Highly 

recommended.  

Eleu I sold her some 'muse pendants' and she was very prompt in 

payment and insisted she even pay for the envelope. A delight to 

do business with. 

Elizabeth Iddings on Facebook (May 2022) Elizabeth has bought several pieces from me and she 

always pays promptly and lets me know when they arrive. She's 

always great to work with. 

(Nov 2022) I bought a dragon light from her – wrapped well, 

arrived safely, good communication.  

(Feb 2023) Elizabeth Iddings was great. Good communication, fast 

shipping, and excellent packaging.  

Ellzeena Bought a piece from her and overall great experience. Had a hick-

up or 2 along the way but turned out great. 

Emperordragonlover I took payments on a piece- she paid as agreed, good 

communication 

Erica Miller on Facebook (Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 
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Ericka Stutler on Facebook (Feb 2022) Positive feedback with multiple transactions, including 

a partial trade and selling something outright, she’s’ been great 

and very patient to work with! Someone I would definitely 

continue to work with in the future. 

(Feb 2022) I purchased a White Mother Dragon from her and it 

arrived quickly, in wonderful condition, it was well packaged and 

she did a good job identifying any flaws she saw prior to the sale.  

(March 2022) Peacock Young Dragon bought. Packed well great 

communication and nice dragon. Went way over above and 

beyond to help me.  

(May 2022) I sold Ericka a mini keeper recently - she paid promptly 

and showed me pictures when the piece arrived in good condition. 

Erin Doherty on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

Ethan Wade Got a wizard from him. Item was double boxed as requested and 

very well packaged 

Etruscan 

Rhoda Switzer on Facebook 

Traded pink tiger curlie for the hades young unicorn. Everything 

went well! Great communication, easy to deal with, honest, great 

packer and quick shipper!  

Purchased a PYO piece from me and had incredibly prompt 

payment and great communication. Sold her a GB color shift 

standing baby kirin. Communication was quick, clear and very 

friendly.  Payment was super prompt! Great to work with. 

Wonderful forum member to deal with. Always pays promptly. 

Always a pleasure doing business with her.  

One purchase, one sale, two trades. Very friendly and helpful, with 

prompt communication, payment and shipping. I’ve had more than 

one transaction and they always go very smoothly, no hesitation in 

working with again.  

She contacted me about a grab bag item I mentioned wanting in 

the forums. She sent great photos, and was very honest when she 

discovered that it had a feature I had mentioned not wanting (and 

sent a nice close-up picture so I could clearly see the feature). 

Because of the excellent photos and communication, I was able to 

decide I wanted the piece anyway. It arrived promptly and was 
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very well wrapped and packed! She was a pleasure to deal with all 

around, and I would definitely purchase from her again.  

Wonderful to work with, great communication, shipped promptly, 

let me know when the piece arrived, and packed the piece they 

sent to me very well! 

(May 2020) Very polite member. Have had several transactions. 

Always great communication, prompt payment and shipping times.  

Evelynne Pine on Facebook  (October 2022) We bought her Woodland Hearth Dragon and she 

arrived super well backed and is just great. I wouldn’t hesitate to 

do business with Evelynne again.  

(October 2022) Purchased a Rock Dragon from her. Stellar all the 

way.  

fairyhearted Items were expertly packed, exactly as described and reasonably 

priced. Communication was excellent and they made every effort 

to ship at the lowest rate at my request even if it meant taking a 

risk by sending an untracked package. And they were quick to ship.  

Great, did a purchase of a pink curlie. It arrived promptly and 

exactly as represented. Describes her items accurately and ships 

perfectly. A+ seller.  

Repeat purchases. Honest with trades, piece is as described and 

shipped promptly with tracking. I have had successful trades with 

her. I purchased from her with payments. She sometimes takes a 

day or two to get back to you, but she always does. The item was 

in the described condition, well packed, and shipped in a 

reasonable time after I’d finished payments. I would be happy to 

do business with her again.  

Great person to trade with. Shipped out item promptly and it was 

well packaged. Will def trade/sell to in the future. Great trade – 

communication, promptness, packaging, everything.  

I purchased a Mini Keeper from her and she was easy to work with, 

but did take a day or two to reply to messages. She shipped as 

soon as he was paid for, in his original packaging. She was great 

about providing tracking information. I would be willing to work 

with her again. 
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Farmgirlminnesota She was very open to how I wanted my Griffin packaged. She did a 

great job. 

Fatalbeauty 

Videl Hunter on Facebook 

Items were expertly packed, exactly as described and reasonably 

priced. 

Communication was excellent and they made every effort to ship 

at the lowest rate at my request. 

And they were quick to ship. I bought a piece- packed excellently, 

great communication, fast shipping 

Fayth Betke on Facebook (May 2022) Fayth has purchased a piece from me and she paid 

immediately after winning and let me know when it arrived safely. 

Finity I just bought a Spectral off her advertised on the classifieds here 

and he came super fast 3 days and was perfect. Just as described. 

She also did a follow up with me making sure that he survived the 

trip. 

Feline*groovy Fabulous jobs packing and shipping the flap cats I bought. 

Ferlin1984 Traded pebble horses. Communications friendly and prompt, 

shipping prompt too. No hesitation in trading again – great 

communication. 

Flapcatcollector I purchased a AFW Bat eared fox from her. She She was easy to 

work with. Once I paid him off she shipped quickly and well 

packaged. He arrived in perfect condition. I would buy from her 

again 

Foxfeather I bought some mugs from her and they were double boxed. 

Purchased two hatching silver royalty. Slow shipping, but that's a 

Canada customs thing. Awesome communication. Great packing. 

Bought black coiled dragon and he was just perfect and nicely 

packaged. 

Frozendragon Positive experience 
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Gabrielle Garza on Facebook (October 2022) I’ve sold to her multiple times – she’s great. Easy to 

work with.  

(Jan 2023) A couple of PYOs purchased. Lightning fast payment and 

a pure pleasure to work with. 

(Feb 2023) Repeat PYO customer, excellent all around, great 

communication and fast payment. 

gardenninja I purchased a good cat votive (green eyes) from her.  The 

packaging was secure (double box), price fair and communication 

was clear and prompt.  It was a great experience overall.  

This was the first time I’d made a trade or transaction with another 

forum member. Gardenninja trusted me to hold up my end, made 

the process easy, and was communicative. Dragon was packaged in 

original wrapping, box, shipping box and peanuts. She even 

included a surprise fuzzy! Overall great experience.  

I had a 3 way GB Tanuki trade with her and it went great. She was 

great with communicating and she let me know as soon as my part 

of the trade artived. I would be happy to work with her again. 

Gem 

Gemma Hopcraft on Facebook 

(June 2021) Pays promptly and lets me know when the sculpt 

arrives.  

gorgeousglassgallery Everything was great - smooth transactions, serious overkill on the 

packing (I doubt my items even knew they were in transit, they 

were so well packed), prompt shipping, and excellent 

communication. 

Georgene Volintine on Facebook (Jan 2022) Purchased an item with Georgene recently and it came 

as described. She updated the tracking through the Paypal 

transaction so I could keep up to date on the shipment progress.  

Grayfireartz An absolute delight to deal with! I bought one of her repaints, and 

it was packed so well I couldn't believe it, and arrived SUPER FAST. 

She also purchased an item from me, making payments. Payments 

were very quick and communication was excellent! She's the 

first/only person I've commissioned from so far. She's been 

fabulous to work with in every way and I'd gladly seek her services 

again. I bought a piece- packed excellently, great communication, 

fast shipping.  I commissioned work- finished super quick, packed 
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excellently, great communication! I sold a piece- paid immediately, 

great communication 

GreaterBasilisk Got a Standing Spectral from her very well packaged and he is just 

great. 

Greensoulgoddess She was extremely thorough during the whole transaction for my 

green Emp. Lots of fast & friendly communication, quick shipping, 

and fantastic packing. I asked if she'd double-box & joked about 

the post office playing kickball... I'm glad they didn't appear to, but 

I'm fairly certain my Emp would've been fine 

GryphonGames The male coiled was beautiful and packaged very very well. My 
Peacock Sitting Spectral was as wonderful as the day he was 
completed in the factory (totally dust free!) 

Hannah Corliss on Facebook (October 2022) I bought from her, fast shipping, easy to work with.  

Hannah (previously Yeral) 

Hannah Scheck on Facebook 

I commissioned a PYO Phoenix from her-she is VERY nice and 

finished the phoenix in approx. a week! She finishes commissions 

very quickly and she’s great at duplicating a color scheme she's 

already done. Highly recommended! Commissioned a Keeper and 

purchased an already painted PYO Kirin. Excellent communication. 

Packaged well. Quality workmanship. Very friendly and easy to 

work with! Does a BEAUTIFUL job on details of PYO's, great 

blending of colors and does an amazing job replicating past paint 

schemes. Had good transaction with her (bought from her). 

Shipped promptly, very responsive to emails, items came in great 

condition. Did a trade with her. 

I bought my Peacock OW from her and all of the business dealings 

were prompt and she packaged and shipped him beautifully. She 

was incredibly pleasant to deal with and I would do further 

business with her anytime!  

Describes her items accurately and ships perfectly. Repeat 

purchases. A+ seller. Honest with trades, piece is as described and 

shipped promptly with tracking.  

I bought a piece- packed excellently, great communication, fast 

shipping. 

 Bought a GB Poad and it was a great experience. She shipped 

quickly, used the original Windstone inner and outer boxes and 
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packaging, Poad was just as described, and she great 

communication through the whole transaction. Two thumbs up!  

I’ve done several trades with her. She packs very well, sends 

tracking quickly, ships when agreed, and is very communicative. 

She’s a nice lady, and I hope to deal with her again in the future.  

I have made purchases from her. I was purchasing two of her 

young dragons. They were well packaged and arrived in perfect 

condition. She was very communicative, and very nice. I have also 

very recently made a trade with her. She showed me pictures of 

the piece in every angle, and shipped it right away, and 

communicated very well with me the entire time. I love to do 

business with Hannah, she is trustworthy. 

(April 2022) Hannah and I have had a long history, but I’ve never 

left feedback before. I have received PYOs from her and we’ve 

traded items over the years. Her painting skills are phenomenal, 

and I highly recommend her work. Recently she really bailed me 

out with a great trade deal! She was very easy to work with and 

shipped her trade out quickly. It was well packaged, and items 

were just as described. I’m really happy because we both got stuff 

we really wanted. It worked out for everyone! Thanks Hannah!  

(May 2022) Hannah was great. She packaged as well as Windstone 

does and shipped quickly. Condition was exactly as described.  

hardwired She double-boxed and padded well, plus her communication the 

whole time was superb. Lots of info, without having to nag (or 

even ask) for it 

Heather Kreiter on Facebook (April 2022) Did a trade with Heather and she was very friendly and 

shipped her item as she said she would. Item arrived in beautiful 

condition and was packed well. Would trade again!  

Heather Lien on Facebook (October 2022) I’ve bought from and did a commission for her – 

great customer.  

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with.  

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 
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houseam While we haven't purchased anything from him he deserves extra 
credit for helping us find a piece we were looking for as a gift to a 
12 year old who just lost his father. He gave us the name and 
phone number of someone who had the piece we were looking for 
and we were able to purchase it. Houseam gained nothing from 
that transaction, except the gratitude we will always feel for him. 

Indegoheart She's in Hawaii, but the Emerald Lap Dragon came bomb-proof 
packaged. She has great communication too. 

jackid55 Excellent reply times, very accommodating to needs, friendly and 

overall a pleasure to deal with. Great job packing and excellent 

representation of a couple small bits of damage to the sculpt. Was 

very good about allowing payment arrangements too since I 

couldn't pay all at once. 

Jasmine 

Beatrice Chan-Smith on Facebook 

She did a GREAT job packing.  Purchased two pieces from her. They 

arrived quickly (relatively speaking, from Canada) and in perfect 

condition. Great communication. I took payments on a piece- she 

made agreed payments, good communication 

Jeci Irvine Corona on Facebook (October 2022) I have bought – sold with Jeci and she is superb to 

do business with.  

(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

(Nov 2022) Bought 2 PYOs from me, all on different occasions – 

great communication, fast payment, great to do business with 

both times. 

(Dec 2022) Purchased from me – very responsive, paid quickly and 

just a pleasure to work with. 

(Jan 2023) Purchased a PYO from me. She is stellar to work with, 

fast payment, kind comments.  

(Feb 2023) Repeat PYO customer – the best ever! Excellent 

communication, fast payment!  

jedwards0819 I traded with her and she sent her part of the trade double boxed 

and right when we agreed to send! It was a pleasant transaction 

and I plan to do business with her again. 

Jellyfish We successfully completed a top notch trade transaction. Not only 

was communication fast and easy, she was a pleasure to talk to 

and deal with. She packed well and shipped her side of the trade 

out extremely fast. Overall awesome experience and I would 
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recommend anyone who has the opportunity to work with Jellyfish 

to do so!  

Did several trades with her. Items were well packed and shipped 

promptly. Very nice person and enjoyed dealing with her. Highly 

recommended.  

She is the perfect seller; personable, nice emails, super great 

communication, great price points; she sent me a beautiful card 

and a beautiful dragon stone not knowing I collect stones! She sent 

them Express and provided the complimentary shipping upgrade. 

Jennafer Wall on Facebook (Jan 2022) Great commission artist, amazing communication, 

keeps you in the loop during the entire process. Fast! 

(Feb 2022) I swapped her some pieces in exchange for a 

commission. I can’t say enough good things about her. She sent 

daily updates with pics of the piece, requesting really well thought 

out feedback to create a truly unique piece just as I imagined it. 

Perfectly packaged and shipped fast. Later I asked her some 

technique questions so I could do something on my own for the 

PYO swap and she had some amazing advice. She’s amazing.  

(Feb 2022) I swapped a Peacock Coiled Dragon in exchange for a 

PYO commission and she went over and above! Beautiful work and 

was even open to small changes which many painters may have 

taken offense to making on the fly. She captured the subject 

perfectly. Thank you so much Jennafer! <3  

(March 2022) I sold my Poad to Jennafer Wall in February 2022 via 

Facebook and the sale went very well. Jennafer paid right away 

and communicated with me throughout the transaction, and she 

let me know when she received the item immediately and even 

shared a photo she took of the Poad with her collection. I was very 

grateful for the dale and I would be happy to sell of trade with her 

again in the future.  

(October 2022) I’ve bought a couple of pieces from her and she is 

great to work with 

(December 2022) I had a trade deal with Jennafer. I traded a 

mouse wizard for one of her thunder paint jobs on a rock dragon. 

Simply fabulous from start to finish. 
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Jennifer Grisham on Facebook (October 2022) I sold to her. Easy to work with and fast payment.  

Jessica Anderson on Facebook (June 2022) Super easy to work with, very pleasant. Item arrived in 

perfect condition and in a timely manner. No funky smells. Very 

sweet girl. Will absolutely work with again.  

(Nov 2022) Did a purchase from me, no issues. Paid immediately 

and let me know when it showed up. Very nice person to deal 

with. She also went out of her way to help me get a Copper Patina 

Male Griffin when they were all out of stock and had hers shipped 

directly to me from Windstone. I wanted to give her a big thank 

you.  

Jessica Ruiz on Facebook (Sept 2022) Great buyer, great communication, smooth 

transaction. Sale of two Windstones.  

Jherzog01 bought a piece from me and paid immediately, great 

communication 

Jinya 

Virginia A. Francis on Facebook 

Did a trade with her recently, and all had prompt shipping, 

excellent packaging, and great communication. She sold me two 

kirins, a PYO and a baby koirin. She had excellent communication 

during the transaction and was really kind and willing to do a 

payment plan with me. I haven't been able to be home to make 

sure that both pieces arrived in good condition, but my mother 

indicated that the box was in good shape, and I have good faith 

that she double-boxed and properly packed everything. I'd be 

happy to buy from her again in the future. 

Jmoore I purchased a Fancy Tanuki from her. Once it was paid off she was 

great about getting me the tracking number and shipping out 

when she said she would. It was packaged in it's original packaging 

and arrived in perfect condition. I would buy from her again with 

no qualms. She has commissioned me and is very patient while I 

seem to take forever to get her pieces done! She pays on time and 

lets me know when pieces arrive. great trade with little fishy cats 

packed well and received promptly.  

John Baugher on Facebook (Jan 2022) I’ve bought and traded with him. Very professional and 

easy to work with. Dragons shipped out quickly and arrived 

perfectly packed, exactly as described. Would gladly work with 

again!  
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Jules 30303 I got an Alchemist Tower and it arrived safely, well-wrapped 

Julia Krampe on Facebook (Dec 2022) Purchased from me – very responsive, paid quickly and 

just a pleasure to work with. 

Julie Graber I sold her a piece- paid immediately, great communication 

JULY1988 Honest, packages well, is fair with shipping, and has great 

communication. Bought retired ruby red emperor dragon for 

450.00 with no issues. He has been purchasing not only from me 

but also a lot of Margaret's (DRGNLVR) pieces for the past several 

years now. We also have done many trades. He is a very nice guy 

to work with and to talk to. He makes me laugh and always has a 

witty thing to say. He wraps and boxes extremely well, in fact, we 

have contests to see who can wrap better! He goes out of his way 

to ship me boxes to send his larger purchases in so they arrive safe 

and securely or he sends mine back that he has borrowed. Money 

has always been paid in full very quickly or he would make timely 

payments. I never had to worry about anything when dealing with 

him. He is honest about the descriptions of everything he sells or 

trades and is way beyond fair on shipping costs. I would 

recommend him in any dealing, trade or purchase and I will 

continue to do business with well into the future! 

JynXx 

Aemillia Lam on Facebook 

 

 

 

NOTE: See comment in Negative feedback 

list. 

I purchased a Female Griffin from her and she was very easy and 

pleasant to deal with. She packaged the griffin in the original 

packaging and shipped very fast. I would buy from her again with 

no qualms. I’ve done several trades with her. She ships when she 

says she will, provides tracking promptly, and her items are always 

in the condition she describes. She’s also a very friendly, nice lady, 

and I look forward to trading with her again. She has 

commissioned me and is patient with me while I work on the 

piece. She is understanding of extra time taken and extra cost 

when a piece needs unexpected changes and is a pleasure to work 

with. 

Kalandra She was really reasonable with price of the item and shipping. Item 

was doubled boxed without being asked to do so. Purchased a PYO 

Keeper. Quality work, great packing, AWESOME communication. I 

bought an old brown Male from her a few months back. She was 

great with communication, she packaged wonderfully, and the 

dragon was in mint (as far as I can see!) condition. Received a male 

dragon without original box: he was shipped quickly, well packed 
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and arrived in perfect condition. Kalandra was also very good at 

replying quickly to PMs and offering detailed information in 

response to questions. I purchased a Spectral Rising Dragon from 

her and she was wonderful to deal with. The Dragon arrived in 

perfect condition, very well packaged in a Spectral Rising box and 

was shipped quickly once I had paid him off. I would buy from her 

again with no qualms. 

Kareen Cavanagh on Facebook 

gorgeous glass gallery on ebay 

(June 2021) Reliable seller. She packs well and ships promptly. 

Good communication and accurate descriptions on her pieces. 

Anything I have gotten from her is in excellent condition. 

Karolane Robert on Facebook (Jan 2022) Shipping was excellent. Packed very well. Positive 

feedback <3  

(Sept 2022) Smooth transaction sale. Paid quickly. Great 

communication before, during, and after the sale. Even offered to 

pay extra when the shipping cost to Canada higher than expected. 

Super nice collector.  

KataynaPhoenix 

Kindra Solomon on Facebook 

NOTE: See comment in Negative feedback 

list. 

I have traded, three-way traded, and purchased from her. She’s 

good with communicating, ships when she says she will, packs 

excellently, and she goes out of her way to be very upfront 

describing her items. I would love to do business with her again. 

great trade, little uni received quickly and well packed 

(June 2021) Everything was great! Fair price, fast shipping and well 

packed! 

(May 2022) I purchased a fabulous PYO from Kindra and it was 

beyond my expectations! Amazing work and it was also packed 

well and arrived quickly.   

Kate Lonergan on Facebook (October 2022) I’ve sold multiple times to her and bought from her 

– excellent customer.  

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with. 

Kathryn  

Kathryn Doolittle on Facebook 

(March 2022) Did a trade with Kathryn where she was to send me 

her item in a 3-way exchange and she was amazing to work with 

throughout the whole process. Great communication and 

straightforward with her specific trade request, which I 
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appreciated. Item was as described and packed to perfection! 

Thanks for the trade Kathryn!  

(March 2022) I did a trade with Kathryn Doolittle and she was 

awesome to work with – great communication, accurately 

described, well packed and fast shipping. Just wanted to share that 

positive feedback!  

(March 2022) Kathryn communicated well with me about a piece 

she was willing to sell, she shipped quickly, and the item arrived in 

perfect condition and just as her photos showed. I had a very 

positive experience with her. She also packaged the piece very well 

and there were no transit issues.  

Kathy Pettigrew on Facebook  (March 2022) I participated in a three-way trade with Courtney 

Snyder and Kathy Pettigrew. Both were patient and had excellent 

communication. Each shipped out their qi-lin trade hours after we 

all agreed. Tracking numbers were shared immediately. Kathy 

properly re-boxed the qi-lin and it arrived in perfect condition. 

Both notified me as soon as they got their trade. I would trade with 

either again. 

Katzigh I got a Male Kirin from them for a great price, and it was packaged 

well and arrived safely 

Kaylee Zentom on Facebook (Feb 2022) She and her wife both are fabulous when it comes to 

shipping and working to get your pieces to you. She packs 

extremely well: double boxes, peanuts, windstone internal box is 

suspended on the packing materials, and sometimes you get lucky 

with a tiny treat of a fuzzy from her. She has amazing pricing on 

her pieces and double checks with you on the condition of the 

piece before payment and shipping. Overall a great seller to work 

with and an awesome individual.  

(Sept 2022) Great buyer, great communication, smooth 

transaction. Bought a Windstone from me.  

Kelligary I purchased a curlie from her. She was great about getting me the 

tracking number and shipping out when she said she would. It was 

packaged in its original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. 

I would buy from her again with no qualms. Kelligary has great 

communication, and was very prompt on replying to messages. 

The box that my piece came in was bashed in, but the little guy 

was very well packed and suffered no damage. Overall it was a 
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great transaction. Textbook stellar perfect seller, nice, personable, 

fantastic communication, beautiful photos, fantastic price points, 

honest, poads lovingly and safely packed, lightening fast 

 shipping. Strongly recommended. She held 2 adult over 2 weeks 

until payday which I will always be very grateful. 

Kelly Donahue on Facebook (March 2022) I purchased a finished PYO from Kelly. The item is 

beautiful and appears to be nicer in person than the photos 

showed. Kelly was easy to work with, sent an itemized invoice, and 

shipped when she said she was going to. Item was packed in 

original bag and box with insert, double boxed with peanuts and I 

received a tracking number. The item has no weird smalls and the 

felt pad was signed, dated and had the color written on it. She has 

good customer service skills and was a pleasure to work with. 

Recommended.  

Kelsey (formerly Kelseylk) We did a trade and she sent hers right away - it arrived quickly (the 

day that I shipped my part of the trade, in fact) and she was a 

pleasure to work with.  

I recently did a trade with her and she was amazing to deal with. 

She was very friendly, and kept in touch regularly during the 

waiting process (while our packages were in transit). She also 

packed her item very well, and was prompt at shipping and 

providing me with a tracking number. I would definitely deal with 

her again.  

I have had successful trades with her. I have traded with her. She 

shipped quickly, and the item was as described and well packed. I 

would be happy to trade with her again.  

Great communication, she packages very well and ships very 

promptly. absolutely wonderful, personable, amazing, nice emails, 

fantastic price points, honest, trustworthy, lightening fast shipping, 

and allowed me to ask questions and cheerfully answered them all. 

 Wonderful to work with, great communication, paid promptly, let 

me know when the piece arrived. 

I did a 3 way trade with her for a GB Tanuki and everything went 

perfectly. Her part of the trade was shipped when she stated it 

would be and it was well packaged in its original box. I would be 

happy to work with her again. 
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(May 2020) Have had several transactions. Always great 

communication, prompt payments and ships quickly. 

(Jan 2021) I bought a Young Uni from her and it arrived in perfect 

condition and was packed wonderfully! Have always had a great 

experience with her.  

Kendall Spearman on Facebook (May 2022) I did a partial trade with Kendall recently where we 

traded pieces but they also paid a difference in cost to me.  They 

paid on time and quickly, and shipped out their part of a trade on 

the same day that I did - it was double boxed and arrived safely 

and with no damage. 

Kenziesmommy I got a riser from Kenziesmommy. Great job of packing this bigger 

piece and it arrived safely and without scuffs or damage of any 

sort. She packaged up my curlie like a dream 

Patricia (previously Keplilly) 

Note: See comment in Neutral feedback 

list. 

My little curlies arrived safe and sound. She did a fantastic job on 

packing and it was very fast shipping. I've done business with 

Keplilly twice and the transactions went great. Additionally, she 

was kind enough to send me gifts, which was unexpected and 

wonderful. 

(June 2020) Easy to deal with and packs really well. 

Communication can be a bit slow at times, but not to the point of 

needing to worry.  

Kila26 We did a trade recently and she was very easy to deal with and 

sent her package to me quickly and packaged well! Two purchases, 

one sale, one 3-way trade. Always friendly and responsive, ships 

immediately or as soon as she can. 

Kimberlee Louise on Facebook (Jan 2022) I participated in an auction benefiting her Cat Rescue. I 

ended up winning 3 hatchlings. The whole process was easy, fun, 

and she kept me well informed. All three items arrived today in 

plenty of wrapping to keep them very well protected during 

shipping and are exactly as described. I appreciated needing to sign 

for them as well. 

(Sept 2022) I bought a dragon from Kimberlee Louise and 

everything went well. Packaging was perfect and she double boxed 

the dragon.  
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(Sept 2022) Kimberly Louis was an awesome seller to deal with, I 

bought a Peacock Hatching Kinglet from her and she was kind 

enough to wait for a specific day for me to purchase. She shipped 

the little fellow off in a very timely manner and he arrived packed 

very well and safely. So if anyone has questions about her she’s 

awesome to work with then purchasing Windstones from       

Kim 

Kimberley Ann Hinds on Facebook 

Kimberley King on Facebook 

windstonelady on eBay 

(affiliated accounts are Unibear and Lulu 

and Spencer James Smith on the Windstone 

Forum 

Also Lindy Hinds and Spencer James Smith 

on Facebook) 

*please see negative feedback list  

AS OF MARCH 2022 KIMBERLEY ANN HINDS AS WELL AS 

AFFILIATED ACCOUNTS HAVE BEEN BANNED FROM THE OFFICIAL 

WINDSTONE FACEBOOK GROUP. Engage in private Windstone 

related transactions AT YOUR OWN RISK! 

Kimk She just bought a Poad from me, it was quite a nice transaction. 

Did a trade with her recently, and all had prompt shipping, 

excellent packaging, and great communication.  

 I purchased a Poad from her and she was very easy and helpful to 

deal with. She packed with the original packaging and shipped very 

fast. I would buy from her again with no qualms. I have had 

successful trades with her. Wonderful to work with, great 

communication, shipped promptly, let me know when the piece 

arrived, and packed the piece they sent to me very well! 

Kitsunelady My PYO from her was packed superbly, and she's great at 

communication. I bought a piece- packed excellently, great 

communication, fast shipping 

Kiya 

Andrea Barrong Dillard on Facebook 

I did a trade with Kiya for a custom piece that I painted, and she 

was very courteous to work with and also insisted on sending her 

trade before my part was even finished! A pleasure to do business 

with. part of a three-way trade- great communication and packing 
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 I did a trade- great communication and packing. Did a trade with 

her recently, and all had prompt shipping, excellent packaging, and 

great communication. 

Koishiikitty Great communication and packing. Have done some really off-the-

wall trades with her for commissions and couldn't be happier. 

Wonderfully easy to work with. 

Kristine Lorz on Facebook (October 2022) I sold to Kristine – lightning fast payment. 

(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with. 

Kujacker Positive experience 

(Jan 2022) I bought two pieces from Kujacker on the forum 

classifieds and had a great experience both times, the pieces 

showed up quickly and in perfect condition and packed very well. 

Kyrin 

NOTE: Buyer beware; see comments in 

Negative feedback list. 

She did a fabulous job repairing my griffin and a great job packing 

him up for his trip home. Painted my grail piece, and I love him. 

FAST too; painting and shipping both ways took only about three 

weeks. she did a repair- excellent repair and packed excellently for 

return, great communication 

Jamesqe I’ve done two trades with them. Both were packed well, shipped 

promptly, and tracking was provided. I’d be happy to trade with 

them again. 

Ladyspider9 I got Male and Mother Peacock Dragons from her for a really good 

price, and she shipped them safely and securely (and quickly). Not 

a blemish on them 

lamortefille  She knows how to pack and is super cool to deal with. I got 2 PYO 

Griffins and they arrived safe and sound. I did a straight up trade 

and everything arrived safe and sound 

Landipan (formerly Meowmix101) 

Landin Cook on Facebook 

I made a purchase from them, and they were always quick to 

respond to my messages, packed the Windstone securely, and sent 

it out promptly. Amazing to work with, I bought one of her sales 

pieces. Packed extremely well, beautiful piece! 
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Laphon1 She did a fabulous job of packing my item and she kept in contact 

with me. her packing was excellent, and she shipped it on a 

Saturday and I received it on Monday, that was super-fast shipping 

especially for the postal service. 

Laramie Simpson on Facebook (Jan 2022) Offered an auction on several of her pieces. I was the 

high bidder on her White Emperor. As you know they are heavy, 

fragile, and difficult to ship without their original box. Well, she 

packed him in tissue, bubble wrap, an inner box, more packing 

peanuts and bubble wrap. He made it across the country with no 

damage. She was honest in her photos and descriptions and 

charged me the exact shipping cost. She sent me the tracking 

information and was as relieved as I was, he made in the same 

condition he left her home in. 5 starts!  

(Jan 2022) I purchased two items in Jan 2022 through a Facebook 

auction she did. A Sitting Pearl Griffin Chick and Terra a PYO swap 

that I had painted for her Fall 2021. Every step of the way she kept 

me well informed and made the whole process go smoothly. Both 

items I purchased arrived today very well packed and exactly as the 

photos and descriptions stated they would be. I highly recommend 

her.  

(Jan 2022) I recently purchased from Laramie and she was 

amazing! She was communicative, easy to work with, quick to ship, 

and she shipped the piece packaged very well. 5 stars, 10 out of 10, 

would buy from again! Thank you!  

(Jan 2022) Wonderful seller! Dragon was well protected for 

shipping and arrived exactly as described. She was quick to 

respond to inquiries and very pleasant to work with. I would 

definitely buy from again.  

(Jan 2022) I purchased a small piece from Laramie. Items was 

bubble-wrapped well and double boxed. She sent via Priority one-

day shipping; I received tracking number the day before it was 

shipped. I requested and invoice and was sent a money request. 

The item arrived in good condition, faintly fragranced.  

Laurie/2huberts She is a very nice person and shipped my item immediately. Got to 

me in 2 days from across the country! She packs well and the item 

came without blemish. She packs wonderfully too! My Fledgie 

made it without a hitch. I bought Arlla's Kirin from her and I 
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received it within 2 days, she did a fantastic job on packing and as 

a surprise she packed him with the biggest white Fuzzy I've ever 

seen, and I also have a layaway with her. 

Leah Breniser on Facebook (Nov 2022) Bought 3 PYOs from me, all on different occasions – 

great communication, fast payment, great to do business with all 3 

times. 

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with. 

Leigha 

Leigha Tharp on Facebook 

Talk about a great pack job!! The white scratcher arrived safely, 

and it was almost like unwrapping a mummy to get to him 

Lildani198 Great to trade with. Packs very well, ships when she says she will, 

and was willing to contact the post office in Canada when there 

was a delivery problem shipping to me in the US (To clarify, the 

problem was my local post office, nothing to do with her – she was 

just very helpful). I would love to deal with her again.  

Linda Sweeney on Facebook (Dec 2022) Purchased from me – very responsive, paid quickly and 

just a pleasure to work with. 

Linda Watson on Facebook (see Robert Gresham below) 

Littleironhorse / LIH Bought a couple of fledgling dragons from her and they arrived 

promptly (even though she's in Canada and I am in the US and I 

was expecting them to take longer!) and packed perfectly - both 

fledglings arrived in perfect condition and she obviously very 

lovingly cares for all of her pieces. Describes her items extremely 

accurately and ships perfectly. A+ seller and a breeze to work with. 

She tends to keep only MIB pieces, so I really like buying from her. 

She is one of my favorite sellers on the forums. Repeat purchases! 

Honest with trades, piece is as described and shipped promptly 

with tracking. 

Lokie We traded coiled mothers and I give her a big bright green light. 

Was a pleasure to deal with, excellent communication and shipped 

perfectly. I bought a piece of Lokie some time ago. She was 

wonderful to deal with. Perfect communication and shipping 

practices, and very honest about the condition of the piece. 

lorbailey7 We traded grab bags and she shipped quickly, like with 

superhuman speed, and her trade piece was packaged like it just 
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came from the factory.  Easy to communicate with, she is a reliable 

and trustworthy person with which to trade. I purchased a curlie 

from her. She was easy to work with. Once I paid him off, she 

shipped quickly and well packaged. He arrived in perfect condition. 

I would buy from her again. She has bought several pieces from me 

and pays on time every time and lets me know when the piece 

arrived to her. A pleasure to work with! 

Lorie I purchased a Rainbow Coiled Dragon from her and it went well. 

She was shipped when expected and very well packaged in its 

original packaging. Tracking information was provided. She was 

great to deal with. I would purchase from her again. 

(Feb 2023) Did a trade with Lorie, and everything went perfectly. 

Quick to respond to communications and sending the package 

tracking info. Piece was packed in its original box and shipping box 

as if it was straight from the factory. Would happily trade with 

again! 

LupusLunae We completed a successful trade, LupusLuane has great honest 

communication and packs and ships excellently. Prompt buyer. 

Quick to communicate. Will deal with again. 

LuvsDragons 

 

I did a trade with her and it worked perfectly. She was great about 

getting me the tracking number and shipping the TadPoad out 

when she said she would. It was packaged in its original packaging 

and arrived in perfect condition. I would buy from her again with 

no qualms. 

Lysithian I did a trade- great communication and packing. Did another trade 

with her and pieces were packed well and shipped quick. Great 

communication. She was great to deal with, had great 

communication and shipped her part of the trade right away. We 

still keep in touch and she is always good to talk with and has given 

me lots of good information about different pieces. Did a trade 

with her recently, and all had prompt shipping, excellent 

packaging, and great communication. I’ve done a couple of trades 

and purchased from her. We have always exchanged items in 

person, and the items have been in the condition described. She’s 

a sweet person, and I hope to do more business with her. The 

sitting fox Lysithian sent me as part of a 3-person trade was just as 

described. Communications were clear, the piece packed 

excellently, and the package sent out on time. I would most 
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definitely trade with Lysithian again! Wonderful trader. I have had 

many transactions with her and all were great. Items are packaged 

well and shipped promptly. They even sometimes have little 

surprises in them that go way above and beyond. 

MacGyver 

Terri Litz on Facebook 

(Jan 2022) Terri Litz/MacGyver is an excellent packer, 

communicates well, and ships when she says she will. She was 

lovely to trade with and I would love to do so again.  

(Jan 2022) Great buyer, fast payment, good communication, easy 

to work with. 

(March 2022) I sold Terri a PYO Keeper Dragon that I painted in 

March 2022 via Facebook auction. The transaction went very well, 

and Terri was an exceptional collector to work with. She paid right 

away and was in constant communication with me throughout the 

transaction. Terri was kind and engaging and I enjoyed talking with 

her and completing the sale which went very smoothly. Very happy 

to sell or trade with Terri again in the future. She is great!  

MachineGuts 

Tracy Corleone on Facebook (formerly Tracy 

Milton Trowbridge) 

Had a good transaction with her (commissioned her). 

(Aug 2021) I have bought several Windstones from Tracy 

(Machineguts) and they are always as described and packed to 

perfection! She is an amazing artist, very kind hearted and sweet 

to do business with.  

Makita Utz on Facebook (October 2022) I have traded and bought from her and she is easy 

to work with, fast with shipping.  

(Jan 2023) I commissioned a PYO from her – she NEVER 

disappoints – excellent paint jobs, really cheap on her prices too. I 

love her work!  

MandBsMom She was great to work with. We had a payment arrangement that 

she actually paid before it was due, and she was quick to let me 

know that the item I sent her arrived in good condition. Would 

definitely work with her again.  

Maplecarver I have traded with her. She shipped when we agreed, provided 

tracking promptly, packed very well, and her items were exactly as 

described. She was also very friendly and a pleasure to deal with. I 

would love to deal with her again. 
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Maria Bui on Facebook  

Madscientistshop on eBay 

Mad Scientist on mercari 

(Feb 2022) Excellent communication, brand new items in box and if 

not in box, clear details on any damage, rubs, or flea bites prior to 

purchase. World class packing job. No odd smells. Fast to ship and 

just could not be better.  

(March 2022) Maria Bui is a very good seller, she has shipped me a 

large secret keeper and other dragons (some from her ebay) and 

her dragons are very well packed and arrive safely – all with 

original boxes.  

Mary (August 2020) – I did a grab bag trade with Mary, and she was very 

patient and helpful. I had never traded before, and she was kind 

enough to tell me how to set up a USPS pick up online. The trade 

went smoothly and the piece was packaged perfectly and in 

pristine condition. A very sweet person. 

(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

mashubert I purchased a tadpoad from her and she was very easy to deal 

with. She packaged the tadpoad in the original packaging and 

shipped very fast. I would buy from her again with no qualms. I did 

a trade with her and it worked perfectly. She was great about 

getting me the tracking number and shipping the fledgling out 

when she said she would. It was packaged in its original packaging 

and arrived in perfect condition. I would buy from her again with 

no qualms. She shipped promptly and the item arrived without any 

issues. The wolf itself was just as pictured and was packed 

securely, a very sound trade. Would trade again. 

Matryoshka Purchased a GBB from me and paid promptly and was very 

understanding when the little fellow spent the full shipping time 

(6-8 weeks delivery) on a ship. Great communication. 

Megani-chan Packed SUPER well and shipped out fast!! Double boxed with lots 

bubble wrap and lots of care 

Melissa Calhoun on Facebook (April 2022) I purchased a Lap Dragon from her Facebook post and 

her prices were very reasonable. The item was well packaged and 

shipped quickly. Recommended!  

Mercury Star He purchased 3 dragons I had listed for Margaret (DRGNLVR). The 

sale went absolutely smoothly and she was a pleasure to sell to. He 

paid right away, responded to PMs very quickly and let me know 
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that the dragons had all arrived safe and sound so I could transfer 

the money for them to Margaret's Pay Pal acct. I hope to have 

further sales or trades with him in the future. No one need worry 

about selling to him! 

merrillannwhite 

Merrill White on Facebook 

(May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction. 

Michael, MaddTazz 

Michael Spacco on Facebook 

eBay (changes his eBay user ID frequently to 

avoid detection) 

old*dragon Feb-20-21 – Present 

onlyone* May-18-20 – Feb-20-21 

enterprise1701b Jul-31-19 – May-18-20 

mike**07 Jun-05-19 – Jul-31-19 

*please see negative feedback list  

This member has been BANNED from the Windstone Editions 

forum as well as the Windstone Editions Fan Club (Official) 

Facebook Group due to harassment. Engage in private Windstone 

related transactions AT YOUR OWN RISK! 

Michegolas She packaged my Green Mother Dragon exceptionally well and 

shipped it to me quickly too. 

Michelle Aaron on Facebook (March 2022) I have bought multiple, large dragons from Michelle 

and she is super communicative, her prices are reasonable, and 

she does what she says she will, and every single item has arrived 

in perfect condition. She’s amazing to work with and I love her 

open communication style.  

Michelle Ray on Facebook  (Jan 2022) Trade was perfect, shipping was like it came direct from 

Windstone Editions. No smells. Everything 5 stars! 

Mightymidge I bought two Windstones from her, and they were impeccably 

packaged, both double boxed, with zero wiggle room. She was a 

delight to deal with, and had very accurate descriptions of both 

items 

Mika I did a 3-way trade with her and it worked out great. She was 

perfect about getting me the tracking number & shipping the GBB 

Unicorn out when she said she would. It was packaged in it’s 
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original packaging and arrived in quickly and in perfect condition. I 

would be happy to deal with her again. 

Mimitrek She's terrific at packing and her Windstones are in perfect 

condition 

Mina Great trade, uni baby as described, packaged well and received 

promptly. Shipping was not as costly as expected and so the 

overage was refunded, which was not expected, but very 

appreciated. Purchased a piece from her and everything went 

perfectly.  

April 2016: I bought a pair of dragons from them and the seller was 

very good communicating and shipped them safely. 

Mmloda 

Marzena Borzecka – Sikora on Facebook 

I purchased GB young Poad from her. She was easy to work with. 

Once it was paid off, she shipped quickly and It was packaged in its 

original packaging. She arrived in perfect condition. I would buy 

from her again with no qualms. 

Moderf I just received a Windstone from her and it was pack better than 

any I have received before. 

Moonshadow Efficient trade; good communication and great packing. 

Nambroth/Nam/Jennifer 

(Jennifer Miller – former test painter and 

Official Windstone Forum moderator) 

Positive experience. A pleasure to deal with. 

Natasha/natashavonlemke 

Irene Adler on Facebook 

We have traded pieces before, and she always sends her part of 

the trade on time and packaged well. She is a pleasure to do 

business with! One purchase, one sale, two trades. 

Communication, payment and shipping always prompt. Always 

friendly & courteous, even when I changed my mind on her. 

Wonderful to work with, great communication, paid promptly, let 

me know when the piece arrived. 

Purchased a grab bag item from Natasha and it came just as 

pristine as if it had come from Windstone direct. Packed properly, 

double boxed. Highly recommended.  

(May 2020) Have done many trades. Items are always in 

impeccable condition upon arrival, well packed.  
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(Jan 2022) We conducted a trade. Irene had good communication, 

answered all my questions, and showed additional photos upon 

request. She showed the box being used, COA, double boxed with 

peanuts, sent tracking and shipped when promised. 

Recommended.  

(March 2022) In July 2021 I sold my hippogriff grab bag in a three-

way trade/sale with Irene Adler and Mandy Richardi via Facebook 

and it went very well. Both Irene and Mandy were open with 

commination and it went very smoothly. Mandy ended up with the 

hippogriff and she let me know it was received successful. I would 

be happy to sell/trade with either Irene or Mandy in the future. 

Thank you.  

Naturalice I purchased a Standing Kirin from him. He was easy to work with. 

He shipped quickly and in the original packaging. The Kirin arrived 

in perfect condition. I would buy from him again. 

Nessiemom Textbook stellar perfect seller, nice, personable, fantastic 

communication, beautiful photos, fantastic price points, honest, 

poads lovingly and safely packed, lightening fast 

 shipping. Strongly recommended. Nessiemom changed shipping 

so I could get my poad faster. One purchase. Pre-purchase 

communications spotty, but shipped promptly on payment. 

NicoleH I bought a piece- packed excellently, good communication, fast 

shipping 

Nien-Chin Ackerman on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication!  

Nightcrow Very prompt with payment and let me know as soon as item 

arrived that all was well. Will trade/sell to in the future. She paid 

quickly (even was willing to use a check so I'd get the full amount) 

and had fantastic communication. Wonderful to work with, great 

communication, paid promptly, let me know when the piece 

arrived. 

Nirvanacat She's an expert packer. She packs extremely well and so the items I 

got from her came in mint condition 
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Cat F Doe on Facebook (October 2022) I have done multiple buy-sell-trades with Cat Doe 

(Frates) I love her. She is simply the best. I would send her my 

checkbook… if there was anything left in it! LOL! I trust her to the 

moon and back.  

(Dec 2022) Purchased from me – very responsive, paid quickly and 

just a pleasure to work with.  

Nuke/Soulscape She got me an Emerald Mouse Wizard and did a great job of 

packing it 

Opal dragon Excellent to deal with, packaged perfectly and shipped out quickly, 

would love to buy from again. 

Pam Trotter on Facebook (Feb 2023) Traded twice with Pam. Super-fast shipper, item is 

perfect condition. Super sweet person to work with. Would trade 

again! Great girl!  

Papercut I got a cat's cradle a while ago and she was very well packed, mint 

and original box. Her communication was a bit slow, but she was 

very patient when my money order failed to go through 

Pasbass fabulous jobs packing and shipping the flap cats I bought. 

Pawpad The packing was excellent, and the 2 I got from her were not 

harmed in any way. I traded with her. She sometimes takes a day 

or two to get back to you, but she always does. She packs well (and 

drew cute cartoons on my package). I would be happy to trade 

with her again. 

pdlucich purchase for non-Windstone item, but received quickly, well 

packaged, and as described 

Pegasi1978 

Jana Huggins Patterson on Facebook 

Positive experience 

Phantomess She commissioned me for a pyo keeper and was fantastic to work 

with. Great communication, prompt payment and over all 

excellent. Hope to work together again. 
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Phoenixtears If there's such a thing as over-packing, she knows how 

Pip She did a great job packing up the PYO Griffy I just got from her  

Pixie-dust Absolutely wonderful packing on an oriental I purchased. Plus, she 
tries to keep an eye out for other things I'm looking for and lets me 
know when she finds them! Describes her items accurately and 
ships perfectly.  
 
A+ seller and a general all-around wonderful person. Repeat 
purchases. Honest with trades, piece is as described and shipped 
promptly with tracking.  
 
I dealt with her in a trade just recently, and she packs very well. I 
got my black male uni quickly, and in excellent condition.   
 
Just bought a beautiful Peacock Oriental Sun Dragon from her and 
I'm so pleased with him! She was so easy to communicate with and 
even let my sister and I swing by her house in person to get him so 
I could save shipping charges.  
 
I got the Emerald Oriental from her and it was also a fantastic 
packing job and very fast shipping.  
 
Bought two dragons and they arrived in perfect condition. Honest, 
packages well, is fair with shipping, and has great communication.  
 
I did a trade- great communication and packing! We have had 
several transactions with her, both on her own items and the ones 
she handles for her friend.  
 
She is wonderful to deal with, very helpful, very informative, very 
accurate, and very careful with the pieces in question. Each and 
every transaction she has been involved in has been great!  
 
I have traded with her. She’s great communicating, packs well, 
ships when agreed, provides tracking very quickly, and her item 
was pristine. I would love to trade with her again. Bought items 
from her and all went smoothly and well and I'm very pleased.  
 
I have bought and traded well over 30 pieces from her in the last 
couple years and she has gone above and beyond anyone I have 
dealt with. Pieces are described perfect, shipping is always exact 
and the way she packs the pieces is perfect as well. I have traded 
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and bought from other members and only had one not so good 
deal but everyone else has been great too. I just think that Tamara 
is an incredible seller. Super sweet, kept in contact routinely, and 
the three dragons I bought from her all arrived safely! Probably the 
best seller on the forum because while lots of people will sell you 
an item, pack it well, and ship it to you she goes way above and 
beyond that and will answer all of your questions and concerns, 
offer advice etc.  
 
I have bought MANY (I've actually lost count) items from her at this 
point - both her own items and ones she is selling for her friend 
Margaret. They have always been amazingly well packed and all 
arrived in perfect condition.  
 
I purchased a Fancy Tanuki from her. She was easy to work with. 
Once it was paid off she was great about getting me the tracking 
number and shipping out when she said she would. It was 
packaged in its original packaging and arrived in perfect condition. 
I would buy from her again with no qualms.  
 
little uni received well packaged and promptly.  

Poad_Life 

Megan Feeney on Facebook 

(June 2020) Pleasant and easy to deal with 

Plum-Crazy Wonderful to work with, great communication, paid promptly, let 
me know when the piece arrived. 

Pony-up 

Jennifer Thayer on Facebook 

I did a trade- great communication and packing. A great forum 

member to deal with - everything goes just as it should. I would 

recommend her to anyone. Did a trade with her recently, and all 

had prompt shipping, excellent packaging, and great 

communication. Did a trade with her. Fantastic communication 

and great shipping. Absolutely wonderful, personable, amazing, 

nice emails, fantastic price points, honest, trustworthy, lightening 

fast shipping, and allowed me to ask questions and cheerfully 

answered them all. 

(May 2020) Great to deal with. Great communication, items as 

described and shipped promptly. Very polite. A pleasure to deal 

with. 

PrairieVixen Great to trade with, fast shipper, and great communication. 

Windstones always packed with great care. Good communication, 

Windstone was well packed, and shipped quickly with tracking 

number. I would not hesitate to trade with her again. Absolutely 

wonderful, personable, amazing, nice emails, fantastic price points, 
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honest, trustworthy, lightening fast shipping, and allowed me to 

ask questions and cheerfully answered them all. One purchase, 

one sale, five trades. Always friendly and prompt in all things. 

Purplecat Positive experience 

Purpleturtle 

Catherine Knox on Facebook 

I have purchased 3 PYO's from purpleturtle to date at different 

times, all through Ebay. A unicorn, a dragon and a griffin. Awesome 

painting. Excellent communication/packing. 

(Jan 2022) I purchased a PYO and it was absolutely outstanding! 

Catherine packaged him just as if it came straight from Windstone 

and kept excellent communication throughout the transaction 

process. I would highly recommend her as well as her amazing 

painting skills.  

Rachelled Communication with her was excellent - sometimes she would get 

back to me multiple times per day. She was extremely friendly 

throughout the entire process and provided many different photos 

upon request. Item was packed well and double-boxed, and 

arrived in perfect condition. I would be glad to do business with 

her again. Bought a Windstone from her that she had listed on 

eBay. Very nice to deal with, honest, and a great packer. The 

Windstone was a large heavy one, and he arrived safe and sound. 

Raincry Item was exactly as described and shipped perfectly. Sold a piece 

to me at store price when she could have easily gouged it; I will 

always be grateful to her! A totally honest seller. 

Rhonda Harms on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

Riversgrace I bought a piece- packed excellently, great communication, fast 

shipping 

Robert Gresham on Facebook 

This user is also Linda Watson on Facebook 

(April 2022) Bought her orange and purple PYO Ki-rin. The Ki-rin is 

very pretty. A very smooth transaction with Linda. She double-

boxed the ki-rin and also protected the horn during the shipping. 

Will definitely recommend her. 

(May 2022) Marvelous buyer! Prompt payment and lets you know 

when the item arrives in a prompt manner. Has gotten multiple 

items from me and it is wonderful every time!! 
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(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

Robert Hines on Facebook (August 2022) I bought a statue from Robert Hines and he shipped 

quickly and for not having the original box it was well packaged 

and arrived safely.  

RobinBradbery Describes her items accurately and ships perfectly. A+ seller. She is 

newish to the community and loves Windstones, so she follows the 

Golden Rule of Windstones especially well: Describe/ship pieces 

how you'd want them to be if you were the buyer! The piece was 

especially clean also. 

Rock-Reader I have purchased from her twice – once I picked up from her and 

once she shipped to me. Her items are as described, and the 

shipped one was packed well. She provided tracking, and was an 

overall pleasure to deal with. I hope to purchase from her again in 

the future. 

Romeodanny I did a one for one swap with her and everything worked out fine 

Rorii 

Tiffany Boddie on Facebook 

(April 2022) I did a 3 way trade with Tiffany Boddie and she was 

super pleasant to work with. Item came just as if it would have 

direct from Windstone! Thank you so much!  

Rosalyn Chan from Facebook (September 2022) Bought an Emperor Dragon from Rosalyn. I sent 

her a box and she kept in great contact and once the box arrived 

she was quick to return shipment with the Emperor I purchased, 

which arrived just as described.  

(October 2022) I did a commission for her, excellent customer.  

(Nov 2022) Bought a mama peacock dragon from me, excellent 

communication and fast payment.  

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with. 

Rowantree I bought the emerald wind wizard from her and it was a great 

transaction. Excellent communication and packing; also superfast 

shipping and properly quoted shipping costs. I would definitely buy 

from her again. 
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Rusti 

Anita Palmisano on Facebook 

I have had successful trades with her. I purchased a Standing Kirin 

from Rusti. She was easy to work with. Once I paid her off, she 

shipped quickly and well packaged. He arrived in perfect condition. 

I would buy from her again. 

Rylorien The transaction went great. Rylorien was very helpful and sent me 

a lot of extra pictures when I requested them (the Classified Ad 

showed only an official Windstone Editions picture, but mentioned 

that others could be provided). Rylorien went out of the way to get 

me flash + no flash, indoor + outdoor photos, and when unable to 

do a comparison shot with a Tanzanite piece like I was hoping still 

sent me comparison shots with the closest color they had to 

Tanzanite! The financial side went well, too. I offered a choice of 

two payment methods and Rylorien was very prompt about letting 

me know that my payment had come through, and when the 

dragon went out! The dragon was shipped securely packed in its 

own Windstone box and made it safely to me. I had a perfect 

transaction with Rylorien, so they get a thumbs-up! Did a trade 

with this person. They were very good at communicating when 

their part of the trade was shipped and when my part of the trade 

arrived safely. I made several payments on an OW dragon to 

Rylorien. She was wonderful and easy to work with. She let me 

know that all the payments went thru as expected. Once the 

Dragon was paid off, she shipped him when she stated she would 

and he was well packaged in his form fitting box and double boxed. 

I would be willing to deal with her again.  

(May 2020) Good communication, prompt payment and shipping. 

Very polite and friendly member. 

Safyre_dream She did a wonderful job with the packaging of my gothic unicorn 

Sagiaparri I did a straight PYO for a PYO trade with Sagi. He had his done 

before me (within about a week and a half) and sent it out that 

week. He double boxed it and even bubble wrapped the trinket 

that was in the Keeper's paw (now I do that for all my PYO Keepers 

that I send out - what a good idea!). A pleasure to work with. 

Samantha Currie on Facebook (Jan 2022) As a buyer she is excellent. Pays promptly, is 

communicative, and all around a pleasure to work with.  
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Sarah Lawley-Wakelin on Facebook (Jan 2023) Canadian collector and smooth transactions. Two 

different PYO transactions, fast payment and great 

communication.  

(Feb 2023) PYO customer – excellent all around, great 

communication, fast payment. Excellent transaction! 

SarasShinies 

Sarah Nehring Newman on Facebook 

NOTE: see comments in Negative/Neutral 

feedback list. 

(March 2021) Received a Peacock Scratching Dragon and a blue 

Morpho Mini keeper that I bought from Sarah Nehring Newman on 

Facebook. Positive experience. Fair pricing, EXCELLENT packaging. 

Everyone arrived here safely. 

(June 2021) Everything was great! Fair price, fast shipping and well 

packed! 

(June 2021) Makes payments promptly and always lets me know 

when the sculpt arrives. 

(July 2021) Traded with Sarah and item was packaged perfectly and 

arrived quickly! Thank you Sarah!!!  

(July 2021) Purchased several items and they all arrived as 

described and well packed.  

(Jan 2022) Amazing woman to work with! Everything I 

bought/traded with her has been excellent condition, exactly as 

shown in the plethora of photos she provides. All items are 

expertly packed, fairly priced, and quickly shipped. I’ve lost count 

of the items I’ve bought from her. She is my go-to person!  

(Jan 2022) I bought a piece from Sarah, who had good 

communication. Item was double boxed, and I received the 

tracking. It arrived in good shape.  

(March 2022) Sarah posted a Copper Oriental Moon Dragon with a 

listed price. I messaged her and accepted the price. Everything 

went smoothly. She shipped out the next dat. It was very well 

wrapped, and the dragon is not in it’s forever home.  

(April 2022) Purchased a few items from Sarah, they came well 

packaged and as described. She as honest in mentioning they had 

an odor of incense, but I didn’t mind as thankfully I’m not sensitive 

to that kind of stuff. Within a few days the smell dissipated and the 

pieces are beautiful.  
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(May 2022) Sarah has purchased several pieces from me and she 

always pays promptly and lets me know when she receives the 

package.  She has also commissioned me on multiple occasions 

and she is always a dream to work for and very easygoing and 

understanding of any delays. 

____________________________________________________ 

(July 2022) GB Koi Qi'Lin #6 SALE for $440 shipped Priority 

▪︎ Sale initiated: 19 July 2022 ▪︎ Payment received: 19 July 2022 ▪︎ 

Shipped out: 22 July 2022 ▪︎ Sale completed: 29 July 2022 

Sarah sent payment promptly, and the Qi'Lin was shipped the 

following Friday as agreed. A small issue with the carrier delayed 

transit to her until the next week, but was swiftly dealt with. 

___________________________________________________ 

(Nov 2022) Wonderful to deal with, trades, selling, and purchasing! 

(Nov 2022) Multiple trades and sales and Sarah always ships 

quickly and her items are well packaged and as described!  

(December 2022) Paid promptly, great communication and let me 

know when the piece arrived. Excellent to do business with. 

(December 2022) I bought a qi-lin from Sarah. Excellent 

communication, easy to work with – highly recommend. 

(December 2022) I’ve purchased from Sarah several times and 

she’s always okay with payment plans which helps me out greatly. 

She sends photos of the packing process of your item and ships 

quickly once your item is paid off. 

(Dec 2022) I purchased a Qi-Lin from Sarah and she shipped fast. 

She was easy to work with when I asked if I could do 2 payments 

(paid off in a week) Just super all around seller! Thanks!  

(Jan 2023) I traded PYOs for some grab bag pieces. She is easy to 

work with and has great communication. Not to mention she is a 

great temptress – lol!  
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(Feb 2023) This is a big thank you to Shirlee Rankin, Sarah Nehring 

Newman and Brandy Smith for making trading possible. Every 

sculpture was extremely well packaged and arrived safely. 

Sasha 

NOTE: Buyer beware; see comments in 

Negative feedback list. 

Did a trade with Sasha. She packed the Windstones VERY very well! 

Even a larger piece that did not have its official Windstone box, 

arrived undamaged. She follows through with what she says she 

will do and is quick to reply. Purchased two flapcats and a PYO 

unicorn from her. Everything went well! I did a trade- we received 

our pieces on the same day! packed great, fast communication 

sbianchi Very nice, great communication, flexible on payment 

arrangements, beautiful job packaging. A wonderful person and so 

incredibly helpful and kind. I purchased a emerald oriental and 

peacock Wind Wizard from her. She allowed me to do payments 

on pieces I may not otherwise have been able to acquire, and her 

kindness astounds me. I would and will do further business with 

her any time and I highly recommend her. Fantastic packaging and 

prompt shipping. Ruby Young was impeccably clean, just as 

described, and shipped perfectly. A+ seller. I have done MANY 

purchases from her and every single one of them was perfect. She 

has gone out of her way just to get packing materials and taking 

things to the Post Office. Rain, snow, crummy weather she will get 

the packages in the mail because she knows how eager people are 

to get their new pieces. She makes sure to wrap and double box 

very carefully because she wants me to get them in perfect 

condition.  

Scathach 

Shirlee Rankin on Facebook 

Purchase went well. We did a GB Pebble wolf trade. She sent me 

several pictures of the one I was interested in and she is very nice 

to talk to while doing the transaction. She did a fantastic job 

wrapping and boxing it for the long and hard trip from Canada. Yes, 

shipping to Canada was very expensive but the friendship that 

developed from our talking to each other was well worth it. If she 

ever has anything else that I want for my collection, I would not 

hesitate one moment on purchasing from her or doing another 

trade. I have done a lot of trading/buying and selling with her over 

the years. Very nice forum member. I highly recommend doing 

business with her. Pays promptly and ships items well packed and 

on time. I sold her an Adult Poad. She paid as soon as she knew the 

total and her communication was great. I would be more than 

willing to work with her again. She was a pleasure to deal with. 
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One sale, one multi-way trade. Friendly, helpful, and very prompt 

in everything. Delivery to USA may be delayed by post office, but 

not by her. Great communication and payments made very 

promptly. A prime example of a good buyer. Very straightforward, 

paid quickly, and patient with my slow responses. 

(May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction. 

(June 2021) Everything was great! Fair price, fast shipping and well 

packed! 

(July 2021) I’ve purchased multiple Windstones from Shirlee. She is 

fast, amazing shipper and extremely trustworthy. She packs with 

great care! I think I have purchased from her at least three times. 

Would not hesitate to purchase from her again.  

(Jan 2022) I have purchased two pieces from her. She lives in 

Canada and we are in Delaware. Both pieces came in their original 

boxes in the exact condition she advertised (mint) We have a 

hatching Pegasus and an old Gold Spectral from her. She included 

love fuzzy she received with the Spectral as well as a beautiful 

hand written card. She was quick to get them in the mail, sent 

tracking information and packaged them perfectly! 5 stars!  

(Jan 2022) I purchased a few small items from Shirlee. They were 

all in the Windstone bags and boxes, double boxed with peanuts. I 

think she gave me a fuzzy too!  

(March 2022) This was my first time purchasing from Shirlee but 

she has come highly recommended by some members of the 

community, so I bought a piece from her and she shipped very 

quickly, the item was well packaged and arrived quite safely to my 

home from Canada. I had a very pleasant transaction with her.  

(Feb 2023) This is a big thank you to Shirlee Rankin, Sarah Nehring 

Newman and Brandy Smith for making trading possible. Every 

sculpture was extremely well packaged and arrived safely.  

Scenceable 

Janine H. on Facebook 

Two multi-way trades. Friendly and prompt in communication and 

shipping. Delivery to USA may be delayed by post office, but not by 

her. 
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SecertHope 

Karen Pollak on Facebook 

NOTE: Buyer beware; see comments in 

Negative Feedback list. 

Note: See comment in Neutral feedback 

list. 

 

AS OF OCTOBER 2022 KAREN POLLAK HAS 

BEEN BANNED FROM THE OFFICIAL 

WINDSTONE FACEBOOK GROUP 

 

 

 

 

She is a wonderful buyer. She was very responsive to emails, paid 

quickly, and is very friendly. She is very quick on the payment and 

with the items I bought from her have been exactly what she 

described to me and also emailed me pictures and had no problem 

with the shipping. I would not hesitate to buy or sell to her. 

Our trade went well; the pieces were properly packed for safe 

shipping as well. This transaction was a success. I sold her a piece- 

paid immediately and great communication. 

We have been doing trades and she has been doing exactly what 

we agree on. We have probably done 6 or 7 trades so far this year 

and she has done everything exact.  

I have never had a problem with Secerthope. I always get my 

trades. Sometimes it takes a while which is to my benefit as I have 

gotten way more amazing pieces than I would have had we traded 

right away. When she buys something, she always pays quickly. 

She has NEVER ripped me off. She has NEVER scammed me. 

I know there have been many unpleasant transactions with her 

from other forum members, but I can only speak on my 

interactions and I have never had an issue with her. I have done a 

lot of trading/selling/buying from her. She has always 

communicated well with me. There have been one or two items 

that took a while to get shipped, but they always arrived well 

packaged and as described. Sometimes she can be slow to 

respond, but when either of these instances occurred, she always 

apologized. She just may require a little more patience. I sold her a 

GB Standing Kirin. She paid as soon as she knew the total and her 

communication was great. She was a pleasure to work with. I 

would be more than willing to work with her again. 

(Aug 2021) Able to purchase Pegasus Mother and Baby. 

Communication was great, shipping was rather slow but they made 

it to be fine and in wonderful condition. Second purchase was a 

Pearl Sitting Griffin Chick. Communication was wonderful, shipping 

was fast and it arrived in wonderful shape.  

Upon admin review Karen has been removed from the Official 

Facebook Group as of October 2022. Engage in private Windstone 

related transactions AT YOUR OWN RISK! 
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Serenity 

Stephanie Cox on Facebook 

My Gold and Purple Dragon arrived today beautifully wrapped, 

double-boxed, and she even included a sketch and gave me her 

"Stripe Plague" box. Commissioned a few PYO pieces and 

purchased from her on Ebay with no problems. Great 

communication. 

(May 2022) Stephanie Cox sent me the most beautiful tie dyed 

PYO’s!! They got here packaged well and safely! I just love these 

two guys!  

Setsunawolf  I traded a piece to her for a store item drop shipped to me. She 

purchased it quickly and provided proof/tracking. She was easy to 

deal with and I’d deal with her again in a heartbeat. 

(June 2020) She was kind enough to allow me to ship to her when 

the seller would not ship to Canada. She went out of her way to re-

route the package to me once she got it.donna 

(October 2022) I sold to Ann Mierow – lightning fast payment! 

Sherry10151982 (May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction. 

Siberakh1 

Brianne Sifert on Facebook 

Just completed a trade with her shipping at the same time, and 

everything went perfectly 

Sikek I had a very positive grab bag trading experience with this forum 

member.  She is in an international time zone but very easy to 

communicate with and responsive to messages.  Her grab bag 

trade piece was expertly packaged and absolutely lovely.  She is a 

reliable and trustworthy trade partner. Two purchases, one via 

eBay (klu888 there), and one sale. Friendly communications. 

Prompt communication and payment adjusting for time difference. 

Shipped in a very reasonable amount of time (couple days). As with 

other non-Americans, delivery may be delayed by post office – the 

US customs center held one of her shipments for three weeks 

before turning it over to the domestic PO! 

Silverarrow She packaged the items I bought from her really well. Describes 

her items accurately and ships perfectly. A+ seller. Piece was 

impeccably clean and packed with extra care. 
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Sisterbiscuit I have bought a piece from Sisterbiscut in the past. She was 

wonderful to deal with, fast honest communication, fast shipping 

and great packaging. 

Sisu_001 (Aug 2021) recently sold Sisu_001 some tadpoads and she was a 

delight to deal with. She paid promptly and replied to my messages 

quickly and was very friendly. She followed up with me once she 

received her purchase to let me know all was well. Overall great to 

deal with.  

Skeeterdeee traded my grab bag poad for her grab bag baby uni. everything 

went well! 

Skigod / Ski Excellent packing and kept in contact with me. I got 2 rainbows 
from her and they make is perfect all the way to Finland. A++++ on 
Ski's record of shipping. Smooth transaction with no worries (and 
always well packed) 

Skylover She was very friendly and kept up communication very quickly. She 

packed great! I could have strangled the post man he actually left a 

sticker on my door saying on my porch... I don't have a porch... but 

a balcony... he actually walked out on to the fire escape and threw 

the box the 15 or so feet from the fire escape on to the balcony!! 

I'm very lucky they weren't shattered or at the very least chipped. I 

highly recommend Skylover. She did a fantastic packing job and the 

shipping was really fast, and was very pleasant and patient with 

me! Exceptional, communicative, quick shipping and some held 

items for me until I can pay them for them. Purchased a special 

Ebay Hippogriff candlelamp. Amazingly fast shipping. Great 

communication/packing etc. Perfect item, perfect shipping, good 

communication. I did a Poad trade with Skylover, and it went 

wonderfully. She was very fast at getting back to PMs and shipped 

the Poad right away. The Poad was shipped with the Windstone 

inner and outer boxes and packaging, and was in great condition. A 

great swap experience! 

SPark I bought a poad from SPark. She was very cooperative, good to talk 

with and good to deal with. She sold it to me for what she paid 

which I thought was nice and it arrived safely just like the others. 

Starbreeze  Exceptional, communicative, quick shipping and some held items 

for me until I can pay them for them 
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Stephanie I did a trade with Stephanie for a custom piece that I painted, and 

she was very quick to send her part of the trade to me even before 

I was done with my part of the trade. She's very patient and a 

pleasure to work with. I also bought a poad from Stephanie and 

she was nice to deal with, had good communication and also 

shipped her poad fast. I sold her a Windstone and she gave me a 

partial trade with cash. She is very nice and easy to deal with, and 

she packed her item very well. Provided me with a tracking 

number promptly and was quick to pay. 

Stephanie Cox on Facebook  (Sept 2021) Received items in good condition from Stephanie Cox 

and returned boxes she let me borrow back to her the same day I 

received them.  

stephaniecontortion She bought one of my PYOs and paid incredibly promptly, fantastic 

communication and immediate feedback when Dragon received. 

All positives for her and hope we work together in the future. She 

purchased a PYO piece from me and paid promptly and had great 

communication. Fantastic transaction. 

Stormbreeze Great to trade with. Packaged well, provided tracking, good 

communications & item was exactly as described. Would definitely 

trade with her again. We did a three way trade and it worked out 

awesome! Everyone sent the same day and everyone is happy with 

their trade! Thanks! 

Stormdancer I did a GBY Uni trade with StormDancer and she has fantastic 

communication, packed excellent and was a complete pleasure to 

deal with. Sent item as stated she would and sent pictures of 

shipping slip and tracking! Would do further trades etc. with her 

anytime. We just completed a trade and she was so nice to work 

with. She packed well, shipped quickly, and her communication 

was excellent! Wonderful buyer. Made timely payments and let 

me know ASAP when a payment would be late due to an 

emergency. Great communication. 

Sunhawk positive experience 

Solera Go  

Sunny Go on Facebook 

(May 2022) I sold a piece to Sunny, who was responsive and paid 

on time. She also let me know when she received the item and it 

arrived in good shape.  
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Suzanne Marie King on Facebook (March 2022) I have bough 3 PYOs from her and they have all been 

very beautifully painted and shipped quickly and packaged with 

care. She also sent some extra bonus artwork with each piece. 

Very nice person to deal with.  

Sway She bought from me, she paid very quickly and let me know when 

it arrived, and that it was safe. 

syn789  She had posted very detailed, accurate pictures, and the piece was 

in mint condition, exactly as described. It was shipped quickly, and 

packed so well that a herd of buffalo couldn't have damaged it. 

Purchased multiple Windstones from her on Ebay and the forums. 

QUICKLY shipped and nicely packed. Did a partial trade with Syn. 

Her item arrived in excellent condition and she paid the other part 

promptly. Excellent transaction. Bought a Windstone off of me, 

very prompt payment and very pleasant to deal with. I purchased 

an Oriental test paint dragon from her. She was easy to work with. 

Once I paid him off she shipped quickly and well packaged. He 

arrived in perfect condition. I would buy from her again with no 

qualms. 

I have had many transactions with syn and every time I receive an 

item it is just as described and expertly packaged. A+ 

Tara Flewelling on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

Taunya Dodds on Facebook (October 2022) I’ve sold to her multiple times, she is easy to work 

with.  

Tazz I did a trade of young unicorns with Tazz, and they made sure the 

uni was packed very very well, bubble wrapped and double boxed 

with prompt delivery which included confirmation and insurance. 

part of a three-way trade- great communication 

Tc_cat333 She packed my Rainbow Emperor pretty good and it arrived in one 

piece 

 Tempest618 I have had successful trades with her. I have traded with her. She 

shipped when agreed, provided tracking promptly, and packed 

very well. I would be happy to trade with her again. I did a trade 

with her for a GB kitty. The trade went very smoothly. She shipped 
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when expected and in its original packaging. She responded quickly 

to messages too. I would be willing to work with her again. 

Terri Litz on Facebook (May 2022) I purchased from Terri in May of 2022. It was packaged 

expertly. No smells or markings of any kind – it’s exactly as 

described and in pristine condition. From responding to my post to 

initial messaging to payment to shipment, she made the process 

extremely quick and easy, and was very pleasant to speak with. 

She also helped me learn a little about how Windstone sales are 

done! Great experience from start to finish. I’d buy from her again 

in a heartbeat. 

Tfsculptures Great communication, dragon packed super-well, and she was 

really pleasant. 

thegreywoodscat Fantastic ebay seller. Prices can be high (will sometimes negotiate 

on price) but has a lot of hard to find items, excellent 

communication (promptly answers every message, updates you on 

shipping etc). Items are always exactly as described, expertly 

packed, and shipped super-fast - I always have my items within a 

couple of days. 

Theymademechangemyname EXCELLENT packaging 

Tiffini Schrom 

Tiffini Springer-Schrom on Facebook 

(March 2021) I did a hippogriff trade with Tiffini and it was perfect! 

Item came quickly and was packaged well! I couldn’t be happier! 

Tig3r06  

Kristina Hoffman on Facebook 

(2020) I have done multiple trades with tig3r over the past few 

months. She’s always so kind and quick to ship and send the 

tracking information. A great member to deal with!  

I did a purchase from her for a GB Cougar. She was very easy to 

work with and shipped when she said she would in his original 

packaging. She was very good about responding to messages as 

well. I would be willing to work with her again. A superb buyer and 

seller. Great communication and patience. A favorite forum 

member with whom to deal. 

Very kind member who went out of her way to help me with a 

trade for an item I wanted with nothing in it for herself other then 

the kindness of helping me out. We did a three-way trade and the 

item I received was just as described. Wonderful person.  
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(July 2021) I wanted to leave a rave review for Tig3r (Kristina). She 

was communicative, prompt, and just sweet as could be. 

Everything was packed expertly and arrived quickly and safely. A 

wonderful transaction and person all ’round. 

(April 2022) I did a trade with Kristina and her item was packaged 

perfectly as if it came straight from the factory.  

Tintaglia I bought a Emerald Male dragon from her and she went out of her 

way to package it really good (double boxed and everything). 

Todd Davidson on Facebook (Jan 2022) I purchased an Emperor Dragon from Todd Davidson 

and he packed it perfectly, shipped super fast and was great to 

work with! 

Travistie Excellent packing and kept in contact with me. She sold to me a 

used mother unicorn. She double-boxed and packed the unicorn 

with peanuts since she no longer had the original box, and 

everything arrived in great shape. Her communication and 

promptness in selling everything was also wonderful; I had a 

tracking number very quickly and she was polite and professional 

through the entire process. She took a risk on me, what with me 

being a brand new member and all, and I'd gladly buy from her 

again. 

Trista Fussner on Facebook (Jan 2023) Bought a PYO from me. Excellent! Fast payment and 

good communication! 

troy3138 pleasant and did a highly unorthodox but very effective packing job 

on a gargoyle mother griffin and a stone-finish unicorn, both big 

pieces 

Tumeria V Langlois (Oct 2021) Great transaction, well packaged, quick 

communications 

Twindragonsmum She double-boxed, and wrapped the inside box with foam and 

bubble wrap again. No way that Windstone was going to get 

broken. I did a trade with TwinDragonsMum for an item sight 

unseen (she had no camera at the time) and the transaction went 

very well! She described it accurately, shipped in a timely manner, 

packed the item well, and also had great communication. 

Vampirebiscuits I got a female black griffin from her, and she arrived well packed 

and without any scuffs. Great communication, too 
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Vanessa Green on Facebook (March 2022) Did a great job of communicating about model she 

had available, she shipped very quickly, and despite USPS crushing 

the outer box the model (that was not in their original Windstone 

box) was extremely well packed and suffered no damage or rubs 

whatsoever. It was a very pleasant transaction!  

VelJharig He did a perfect job of packing and ensuring tracking/insurance in 

shipping. Positive feedback all the way! 

veryalive (March 2022) I did a trade with the forum member veryalive and 

she was wonderful to work with. Since she did not have feedback, 

yet she even offers to ship her piece out first. It was packed just as 

Windstone packages and was in wonderful condition. Highly 

recommended.  

WampusDragon She bought several of my Windstones at various times. She paid 

quickly and always kept in contact. Did a trade with her on one 

occasion and the piece was triple boxed. It arrived without a 

scratch, in the exact condition promised. Great to deal with. 

Perfect item, perfect shipping, good communication. An absolute 

pleasure to deal with! All the items she traded/sold to me have 

been immaculate. Everything was doubled boxed in its original 

box. I look forward to doing more business with her in the future!!! 

This was a great trade with lots of communication and an excellent 

packing job on the dragon I received. Extremely easy person to 

work with. I’ve sold to and traded with Wampus Dragon about 5 or 

6 (or more!) times in 2011. Each transaction was wonderful. She 

keeps in contact, she packs her items very well, and when she says 

something is 'mint' it truly is! She is a pleasure to deal with, and I'd 

have no problem buying from, trading with or selling to Wampus 

Dragon in the future! Bought, sold and traded with her. No 

worries; easy to deal with, and all transactions went smoothly. I 

bought a griffin and it was exactly as described and packed very 

well in WS packaging. Excellent transaction. Her pieces are 

impeccably clean and cared for, and usually have their tag and box. 

She packs and ships perfectly, with tracking. Honest with trades, 

piece is as described and shipped promptly with tracking. bought a 

piece from her and it arrived super quick and packed well! 

Werepanther (2019) – Posted an ad for two items, but was kind enough to 

separate them when I expressed interest in only one. The price 

was excellent and it arrived quickly and packaged beautifully. 
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She bought a few pieces from me, and she was very nice. Easy 

transaction and great to deal with. I have had a few trades/sales 

with her. All went beautifully. Great communication and items 

were packaged well and shipped quickly. We have traded pieces 

and she always sends her part of the trade on time and packaged 

well. I would do business with her again. Bought an Ebay curlie 

from, was great to work with, dragon arrived to me safe and 

sound. Would do business with again. Absolutely wonderful, 

personable, amazing, nice emails, fantastic price points, honest, 

trustworthy, lightning fast shipping, and allowed me to ask 

questions and cheerfully answered them all. 

Wickedjuju I purchased a non windstone item from her. She was great with 

communication. She shipped quickly and with tracking. The item 

was well packaged. I would buy from her again with no qualms. 

Windstonefan I have purchased a pearl hatching emp and 2 siamese griff chicks 

from windstonefan through ebay. Fast shipping, great packing and 

good communication. My favorite seller. She packs extremely well, 

takes good care of her pieces, and I know they will be as described. 

WingedHorse (May 2020) Bought an item from me. Good communication, 

prompt payments and let me know when the item arrived safely. 

Polite and friendly transaction. 

Wolfenmachine 

Linsey Welborn on Facebook 

Note: See comments in Neutral feedback 

list 

I bought a beautiful male griffin from her! Shipping was slow (not 

her fault, I live in Alaska) so I was worried the USPS might have 

damaged him. He was packed SO GOOD that the box could have 

fallen in the ocean, gotten ingested by an orca and washed up on 

the shore and he STILL would have made it. Very pleased!  

Sold/traded my copper oriental for the copper serpentine OW. 

Everything went well! 

Wolflodge100 

Kris Pinning on Facebook 

Positive experience 

Xtharsa   She just shipped me a peacock mother, and it arrived quickly and 

very well packed 

Zelda 

Michelle Pinsdorf on Facebook 

I bought a hatching tortoise from her and it arrived safe and sound. 

Wonderful packing on it too. Honest, packages well, is fair with 

shipping, and has great communication. I did a trade- great 
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communication and packing. Did a GB Young trade and she was 

fantastic and shipped promptly and had amazing communication. 

She was very easy to work with, had good communications, and 

helped me understand the normal process for trading grab bag 

dragons as this was my first time doing an exchange via the 

Windstone forums. The mini-keeper she sent me arrived in the 

original Windstone packing materials (bag, box, and outer box with 

packing peanuts), and was in perfect condition. I'm very happy 

with the trade experience and would definitely trade with her 

again. Was slow to communicate (presumably due to not being 

online often) but elsewise a very solid transaction. 

Recently received an item in trade and it was just as described and 

in perfect condition. Highly recommend.  

 

 


